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We as editors tried to make the magazine much more accessible by adding a link to each article
as included in the Table of Contents, which gives you direct access to the article itself. Any
suggestion is most welcome.

At all times remember Severe ME:
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https://youtu.be/BoVvJzmmVWg

3. Introduction
Dear friends,
We’re grateful to be able to offer you December 2016’s edition
of the ME Global Chronicle, thanks to many prolific contributions and the hard
work of the editors. We hope you’ll find something in it that’ll placate your interest.
You can simply click on the link of an article in the table of contents - you’ll be
sent directly to the article without having to scroll all the way down. On the bottom
of each page there’s a link which sends you back to the table of contents.
We’ve made our choices of the developments and events that have transpired
over the course of the last two months as diverse as possible. Our apologies in
advance if we missed any important cases- if so, please let us know.
In this edition, special attention will be paid to the Dutch petition “ME isn’t MUPS”
because this may be the last opportunity for you to sign it. So please leave your
signature and share the link wherever possible: http://bit.ly/2e2Nsq7 It is the
most effective way to currently help out the Dutch ME community. Aren’t we all
links in a large global chain? Also kindly pay attention to the petition against the
planned British MEGA-study. More info in this issue.
Furthermore, our sincerest gratitude for the deluge of donations to Save4Children.
Most probably also due to persistent worldwide pressure, Karina Hansen was
able to go home on her own ability in October after being proverbially taken
hostage by the Danish psychiatry and government for three years and eight
months. But she still remains endangered, so keep those donations rolling in as
we’re trying to rescind this situation through legal procedures:
http://let-me.be/page.php?11.
We want to give you a heartfelt thanks for your support and contributions
delivered throughout 2016, and wish you all, as far as we can, a vibrant, merry
Christmas. And for all of us, a major breakthrough in knowledge and
acknowledgement of ME, the plague of the 21st century.
The 21th edition of the MEGC will be released around February 22nd, 2017.
Textual contributions can already be sent to us now, until February 10th.
Take care and love the ones who love you, including yourselves.

The editors
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4. PACE
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ME Cluster Bomb
‘ME cluster bomb’ | Medicine Balls column, Private Eye | 25 November 2016
MD’s greatest regret as a junior doctor
was not to take the time to understand
ME (myalgic encephalopathy). As a
result, MD was infected with the same
prejudices as many of his peers, namely
that ME was largely psychological, and
an illness of the middle classes (“yuppie
flu”).
Both beliefs are entirely wrong and have
caused huge distress and damage to those with ME. Medicine has particularly
failed those with severe ME, many of whom have lived for decades with a very
disabling disease and the enduring sleight that it’s “all in the mind” or due to
“faulty beliefs”. Although ample evidence exists of biological abnormalities in
patients with ME, we are still some way from definitive pathological tests and
effective drug treatments.
ME is often used synonymously with chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) but the illness
is far more than fatigue. MD’s view – working in an NHS clinic for young people
with chronic fatigue – is that “CFS/ME” is a cluster of disorders which centre not
just on severe, disabling fatigue but on post-exertional malaise (PEM). This means
that previously very active patients can suddenly crash after physical or cognitive
activity, which completely wipes them out for at least 24 hours and often much
longer, with multiple unpleasant symptoms. Anyone who has lived through or
observed such crashes is left in no doubt that the disease isn’t psychological.
CFS/ME is often – but not always – triggered by a viral infection. Nausea, severe
pain, headaches, sensitivity to light, sound and touch, cognitive dysfunction and
dizziness caused by faulty blood pressure control (orthostatic intolerance) are
common. Patients also suffer poor and unrefreshing sleep, waking up feeling
utterly exhausted. A high reduction in energy is accompanied by an inevitable
reduction in previous levels of activity. In young people CFS/ME is the commonest
cause of long-term school absence, and the threat of legal action for poor
attendance is all too common.
In 2013, the US Institute of Medicine reviewed more than 9,000 research articles
and concluded that ME has a biological basis and is a “serious, chronic, complex
systemic disease” characterised by neuro-immune abnormalities causing patients
to be severely intolerant to exertion. Other studies have shown abnormalities in
cellular metabolism, gut bacteria and gene expression in some patients.
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The ME Association’s Christmas Appeal is raising funds to analyse 300 blood
samples from a CFS/ME biobank, looking at metabolomics – chemical clues that
are left behind after changes in cells – picking up on research from the University
of California which suggested that CFS/ME could be the body going into a state of
semi-hibernation.
Many other examples of innovative research were present at the recent
International Association for CFS/ME conference in Fort Lauderdale, with chronic
inflammation a recurring theme. But even the hard core researchers admit it could
be years before we have definitive tests and effective drug treatments. Funding
for further trials is needed.
The challenge in the meantime is how to help the 250,000 CFS/ME patients in the
UK who need it now. Non-pharmacological approaches to CFS/ME include trying
to establish a regular sleep pattern and to manage activity levels to avoid booming
and busting, and the horrible payback of post-exertional malaise.
This can be hard to do, but in MD’s experience many young people who have
recovered enough to engage in a managed activity programme do very well,
probably because stabilising sleep and managing activity levels affect metabolism
and hormone levels, such as cortisol. Cognitive behavioural therapy can help
establish these recovery routines and manage anxiety, but isn’t itself a cure. Many
recover in time by gradually increasing activities when they feel able. Some get
recurrences.
Other patients are simply unable to increase activity and exercise levels, and some
are made worse by trying. All interventions – drug or non-drug – can cause harm
as well as benefit, and there are a significant number of patients with severe
CFS/ME who are not helped by any current interventions. Research needs to focus
on those most severely affected, and we all need to focus on believing in ME. It is
a proven and classified neuro-iimune disorder, from which some people recover
and some don’t. Yet.

M.D. is a pseudonym for Dr. Phil Hammond
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A worthwhile comment on this article which voices the feelings of many patients
was posted on the same day by Mayfly:
Dear Dr Phil Hammond,
Thank you for taking the time to write this article about ME. I think I can safely
say it’s the best article I have ever seen written by someone working among the
psychosocial school of researchers. And the first time that I can ever remember
that anyone from that school has mentioned any of the extensive biomedical
research being conducted on ME. If this is a genuine effort to help the beleaguered
ME population, then I applaud you for doing so and offer my heartfelt thanks.
For all the good things you have said in the article I do hope though, that this is
not just another ploy to promote the FITNET study, because although you work in
the same clinic as Esther Crawley, your stance in this article (very welcome
though it is) is completely at odds with Esther and also bears no relationship to
the stance she is taking in the protocol for FITNET, in fact there is a yawning gulf
between the two.
The FITNET study says an awful lot about increasing activity and has a ludicrous
goal which is: “Participants will be encouraged to increase activity until they are
able to do up to 8 hours of activity a day”
Please go to page 13 of the FITNET protocol 4.6 interventions
http://bit.ly/2hfFqwe
The protocol you use in your clinic for children with ME, described elsewhere, is
also at odds with the aggressive protocol published for FITNET and that has to be
a worry if you’re using a protocol much like Pacing as used by most patients, yet
claiming its CBT/GET. Surely this is corrupting science and it’s also promoting the
perception of ME as a psychosocial illness that can be treated with CBT/GET.
You mention in your article: “MD’s greatest regret as a junior doctor was not to
take the time to understand ME (myalgic encephalopathy). As a result, MD was
infected with the same prejudices as many of his peers, namely that ME was
largely psychological, and an illness of the middle classes (“yuppie flu”).
Both beliefs are entirely wrong and have caused huge distress and damage to
those with ME. Medicine has particularly failed those with severe ME, many of
whom have lived for decades with a very disabling disease and the enduring
sleight that it’s “all in the mind” or due to “faulty beliefs”.
This is a situation not caused by “Medicine” as you say but by the beliefs
propagated by the psychosocial school of thought in the UK of which Esther is a
very active member.
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All of Esther’s research so far has done nothing to help the situation for ME
sufferers and in fact it has made it so much worse. Her track record is so
shockingly bad, for instance; Inflating the numbers of Children with ME to nearly
one in every class by conflating general fatigue with ME/CFS and using appallingly
bad quality research.
The SMILE Trial on the Lightning Process (a quack, pyramid, commercial program)
that has no place in proper research or treatments, MAGENTA and FITNET are
both mini PACE Trials following on from a trial (and a small Dutch study that found
no effect) that has been discredited round the world and slammed as fraudulent.
I hope you will consider carefully what I have written; you see my three children
were struck down with severe ME in the 80s. I was 38 at the time I am now 66
and still caring for them. When you are lying awake at night hearing your 34 year
old daughter wailing in despair and distress it concentrates the mind and you have
a great desire for the truth to be known.
I hope to see this awful disease accepted and acknowledged in its rightful place
with biomedical tests, proper treatments and care for patients before I am too old
to support them any longer.
I hope you don’t mind if finally I mention two points;
There seems to be some confusion about 24 hour Post Exertional Malaise, it
doesn’t mean fatigue for 24 hours after too much effort. It’s the delay time before
the Post Exertional Malaise (recurrence and exacerbation of neurological and
physical symptoms) sets in, it can be 24 hours or even 48 hours before it sets in
and then it can last for days, weeks or months depending on how ill the patient
is.
ME is not a mix of different illnesses or conditions, ME is a distinct well defined
disease typified by post exertional malaise and many neurological and physical
signs. CFS on the other hand is a mixed bag of fatiguing conditions, patients with
just fatigue, and ME patients.

Thank you if you have seen this and read it.
Mayfly
Nov. 25, 2016
Source of both article and comment: http://bit.ly/2hb82Hz
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Trial By Error, Continued
The Dutch Studies (Again!), and an Esther Crawley Bonus
Blogging about the PACE-trial and other British and Dutch studies
based on it, Dr. David Tullers latest blog, of 2nd December,
linked the BPS-school in Great-Britain to the one in the Netherlands. Below a few
portions of that blog.
This is all the more important as presently, thanks to a Dutch Citizen Initiative
which managed to collect over 56000 signatures to get ME recognized as a
biomedical disease, the Dutch parliament requested the Health Council of the
Netherlands to review the present state of knowledge about ME. Tuller warns the
same Health Council about the flaws in the PACE-trial and similar studies.
If the Dutch Health Council will heed his call, is pretty doubtful given the fact that
in March 2016 it installed a 10 members committee to fulfill the task. Four
members are adherents of the BPS-approach of ME, which they stubbornly
continue to call CFS, while they actually mean Chronic Fatigue… That’s why in
earlier issues and on several pages of this issue of the MEGC you’re asked to sign
a petition called ME isn’t MUPS, if you didn’t already. The petition calls for a
revision of the ME/CFS panel of the Council (http://bit.ly/2e2Nsq7)

“The research from the CBT/GET crowd in The Netherlands never ceases to amaze.
Like the work of their friends in the U.K., each study comes up with new ways to
be bad. It’s almost too easy to poke holes in these things. And yet the
investigators appear unable to restrain themselves from making extremely
generous over-interpretations of their findings–interpretations that cannot
withstand serious scrutiny. The investigators always conclude, no matter what,
that cognitive and/or behavioral therapies are effective for treating the disease
they usually call chronic fatigue syndrome.
As an example of Dutch flawed studies on ME which they call CFS but actually is
just chronic fatigue, Tuller writes about an almost ridiculous ‘research’ which took
place in 2004:
“Let’s take a quick look at yet another Dutch study of CBT for adolescents, a 2004
trial published in the BMJ (http://bit.ly/2gLAevM). This one offers a superb
example of over-interpretation. The small trial, with 71 participants, had two
arms. One group received ten sessions of CBT over five months.
The other received… a place on a waiting list for treatment. That’s right–they got
nothing. Guess what? Those who got something did better on subjective measures
at five months than those who got nothing. The investigators’ definitive
conclusion: CBT is an effective treatment for sick teens.”
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“I mean, WTF? It’s not hard to figure out that, you know, offering people some
treatment is more likely to produce positive responses to subjective questions
than offering them a place on a waiting list. That banal insight must be right in
the first chapter of Psychological Research for Dummies. Aren’t these investigators
presenting themselves as authorities on human behavior? Have they heard of
something called the placebo effect?”
“Here’s what this BMJ study proved: Ten sessions of something lead to more
reports of short-term benefits than no sessions of anything. But ten sessions of
what? Maybe ten sessions of poker-playing or ten sessions of watching Seinfeld
reruns while holding hands with the therapist and singing “The Girl from Ipanema”
in falsetto would have produced the same results. Who knows? To flatly declare
that their findings prove that CBT is an effective treatment—without caveats or an
iota of caution—is a huge and unacceptable interpretive leap. The paper should
never have been published in this form. It’s ridiculous to take this study as some
kind of solid “evidence” for CBT.”
“The Dutch branch of the CBT/GET ideological brigade has been centered at
Radboud University Nijmegen (http://www.ru.nl/english/), home base for many
years of two of the movement’s leading lights: Dr. Gijs Bleijenberg
(http://bit.ly/2gVnkjD) and Dr. Hans Knoop. Dr. Knoop recently moved to the
University of Amsterdam and is currently a co-investigator of FITNET-NHS with
Esther Crawley. Dr. Bleijenberg, on his own retirement a few years ago, had
this to say about his longtime friend and colleague, PACE investigator Michael
Sharpe: “Dear Mike, we know each other nearly 20 years. You have inspired me
very much in the way you treated CFS. Thanks a lot!”
“Should the Health Council produce a report recommending cognitive and
behavioral treatments based on this laughable body of “research,” the
organization could become an international joke and suffer enormous long-term
reputational damage. The entire PACE paradigm is undergoing a very public
unraveling. Everyone can now see what patients have seen for years. Meanwhile,
biomedical researchers in the U.S., Norway, and elsewhere are narrowing in on
the actual pathophysiology underlying ME/CFS.”
It would be a shame to see the Dutch marching backwards to embrace scientific
illiteracy and adopt an “Earth-is-flat” approach to reality.

Full text: Virology Blog http://bit.ly/2ghr76Q
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A Critical Commentary
Can patients with chronic fatigue syndrome really recover after graded
exercise or cognitive behavioural therapy?
A critical commentary and preliminary re-analysis of the PACE trial
The new paper is by psychology researcher Dr Carolyn Wilshire, patientresearchers Tom Kindlon and Alem Matthees, and me. It lays bare how the
PACE authors watered down the recovery criteria they had specified before the
trial began; and, using data recently released after a Freedom of Information (FOI)
battle by Alem Matthees, presents analyses to reveal how those changes
artificially boosted recovery rates.
Defining recovery
To count as “recovered” in the PACE trial, patients had to meet criteria in four
areas. Two were for self-rated physical function and fatigue — the trial’s primary
outcomes. Patients also had to rate their health as substantially improved overall.
Finally, they had to be judged as no longer meeting a case definition for CFS.
However, the PACE authors relaxed the thresholds for each of the four criteria so
that in the published paper, it was much easier for patients to count as “recovered”
than if the protocol-specified criteria had been used.
The graph below shows just how much difference these changes made:
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Here’s how it was done, and how PACE’s revised version describes something less
than recovery:
Recovery of self-reported physical function
To determine recovery of physical function, PACE used the SF-36 physical function
subscale (see items 3-12 http://bit.ly/2dqoEr5), which asks participants to rate
activities of daily living from self-care through to running and gives an overall
score ranging from 0 (highly disabled) to 100 (functioning well). 90% of healthy
adults of working age score 90 or more, and the PACE protocol defines recovery
of physical function as a score of 85 or more.
By the time the authors published their recovery paper, though, they’d lowered
that threshold to just 60. This is bizarre, given that PACE used a higher score (65)
to accept patients as disabled enough to join the trial in the first place! Incredibly,
13% of patients had already “recovered” physical function before they’d had any
therapy at all. The new “recovery” threshold of 60 is close to the average SF-36
scores for patients with rheumatoid arthritis (http://bit.ly/2hFu8Pv) and
congestive heart failure (http://bit.ly/2hFsygU).
Analysis of the FOI data showed that lowering the SF-36 threshold increased the
proportion of those “recovering” physical function more than threefold, from 14%
to 45%.
How on Earth could the PACE authors justify such a change? In their recovery
paper, they wrote that the original threshold of 85 was so high that “approximately
half the general working age population would not meet it”. The new paper points
out this isn’t correct. The population data they referred to was for all adults, of
whom almost a third were aged over 60 and one in five had a chronic illness or
disability. PACE participants were almost all aged under 60, and anyone with a
fatiguing illness apart from ME/CFS was excluded from the trial, so the comparison
population PACE used was inappropriate. But even using an inappropriately elderly
and sick population, the maths is still wrong: only 28% scored under 85, not
“approximately half”.
Recovery from fatigue
Fatigue was measured by the Chalder Fatigue Questionnaire, which asks eleven
different questions related to fatigue, such as “Do you need to rest more?” The
questionnaire can be scored as an 11-point scale (as specified in PACE’s protocol)
or as a 33-point scale, with a complex relationship between the two. Recovery
was originally defined as a score of 3/11 or less, but later changed to 18/33 or
less. This boosted recovery from fatigue from 15% according to the protocol, to
29% in the published results.
Again, as with the physical function criterion, the fatigue threshold was relaxed so
far that some patients (seven) had already ‘recovered’ from their fatigue when
they joined the trial, even though, at that point, they were required to have fatigue
that was “disabling”.
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The PACE authors justified relaxing this threshold with data from a paper that also
inappropriately included a third who were unwell, some of them with fatiguing
illnesses — including CFS itself.
Overall change in health
At the end of the trial patients rated how their health had changed since the start,
with options ranging from “very much worse” through to “very much better”. The
protocol classed “very much better” as defining recovery on this measure — and
this maximum score seems appropriate for patients starting from a level of severe,
disabling fatigue and then recovering. However, the PACE recovery paper relaxed
the definition of recovery to also include patients who were merely “much better”.
This increased the proportion “recovering” on this measure from 12% to 34%.
The study authors said that “participants rating their overall health as ’much
better’ represented the process of recovery”. Improvement, however, is not
recovery.
No longer meeting CFS case definition
At the end of the trial, medical staff decided if each participant still met the Oxford
case definition for CFS that was used to recruit patients into the trial. 24% no
longer did so and thus, according to the protocol, these patients met the fourth
and final requirement for recovery.
Yet again, the PACE authors relaxed the threshold, by adding conditions to the
case definition. Now, a patient could be considered “recovered” even if they still
met the Oxford criteria as used in the clinic, as long as they had even slightly
better levels of fatigue or physical function than the disabling levels required for
patients to be eligible to join the trial. This meant that very ill sick patients, who
would normally be in treatment for CFS, could be classed as “recovered”. This
change doubled the proportion not meeting the Oxford criteria — that is,
“recovered” — to 48%.
The new “recovery”: not getting your health back
To recap, PACE relaxed the fatigue and physical function recovery thresholds so
far that patients could (and some did) count as recovered at the same time as
being fatigued and disabled enough to join the trial. They counted patients as
recovered who said they weren’t “very much better”, but merely “much better”,
and even if clinical staff judged them to still meet Oxford criteria for CFS. This is
not recovery.
Overall recovery rates
Not surprisingly, the protocol-specified criteria give much lower recovery rates
than the ones that PACE published. Recovery rates fall from 22% to 7% for CBT,
from 22% to 4% for graded exercise, and from 7% to 3% for no therapy.
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Not only that, but the recovery rates for CBT and graded exercise are no longer
statistically significantly higher than those for no therapy at all: that is, the trial
provides no evidence that patients can recover as a result of CBT and graded
exercise.
The changes to PACE’s recovery measures resulted in inflated and misleading
“recovery” rates that have nothing to do with patients’ dreams of getting their
health back. Patients and clinicians need to have accurate information about the
chances of recovery as it’s understood by people in the real world. Our paper
reveals that PACE’s own data show that CBT and GET have no effect upon the
chances of recovery.

By Simon McGrath
Source: MEAction http://bit.ly/2hD7bPx
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5. NIH/CDC/HHS
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11 US Organizations
Advocates

&

52

11 US organizations & 52 advocates call on CDC to remove CBT, GET, psychogenic
references from its website
To: Dr. Beth Unger and Dr. Jennifer McQuiston
CC: Dr. Inger Damon, Dr. Susan Levine, Gustavo Seinos
Date: November 30, 2016
Subject: ME/CFS treatment recommendations and disease statements on CDC’s
website
We are contacting you regarding CDC’s continued inclusion of scientifically
indefensible recommendations for cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and graded
exercise therapy (GET) along with unfounded statements about the nature of
ME/CFS on its website. Advocates have repeatedly raised these issues with CDC
over the years, most recently in September 2016.
CDC has long defended the inclusion of this harmful information while more
recently stating that it would consider some of these concerns in future website
revisions. However, CDC has explicitly stated that its current efforts will not
address these issues and has given no date by which it will address them.
Therefore, we are contacting you again to ask when CDC intends to correct these
problems.
Previously, advocates have provided CDC evidence on these issues that included
Dr. David Tuller’s analysis of the grave problems with the PACE trial, the nonspecificity of the Oxford definition, the downgrading of recommendations for CBT
and GET by the AHRQ Addendum once Oxford studies were excluded, and the
surveys done by patient organizations demonstrating that these therapies result
in harm to patients.
Tuller’s most recent investigative report, Worse than the Disease, published in
MIT’s Undark magazine, exposes the deleterious impact of PACE and similar trials
on mainstream clinical guidelines in the U.S. as well as the terrible price paid by
one ME/CFS patient -Nita Thatcher – as a result of these treatments and the
underlying psychogenic disease theory.
Nita’s story is deeply painful to read, made more so by knowing that her story
has been replicated many times over in the U.S. and around the world.
In addition to telling Nita’s personal story, Tuller draws an undeniable line of
sight from the use of unscientific disease definitions and the misconduct of the
PACE trial to the adoption of mainstream clinical guidance based on these
scientifically flawed studies and from there to the unforgivable harm that patients
like Nita have experienced at the hands of their doctors.
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As detailed further below, the issues include:
1.
PACE study conduct: Tuller and others have demonstrated flagrant
problems with the study conduct and the findings of the U.K. PACE trial, the
flagship trial upon which current clinical recommendations for CBT and GET have
often been based. Recent analysis has demonstrated that PACE’s inflated claims
of efficacy almost disappeared when data was reanalyzed according to the trial’s
original protocol.
2. Inaccurate disease definition: Studies of CBT, GET, and psychogenic factors in
disease pathology, predisposition, and perpetuation have used the overly broad
Oxford definition. But recent U.S. government reports noted the Oxford definition
includes patients who do not have ME/CFS and called for Oxford to be retired.
Further, the 2016 AHRQ Evidence Review Addendum showed a lack of
effectiveness of CBT and GET once these Oxford studies were excluded from
analysis. Pointedly, these recommendations for CBT and GET and statements
claiming that psychogenic factors are driving the disease have been based on
studies of peoplewho do not actually have the disease.
3. Scientifically invalid disease theory: The studies of CBT, GET and psychogenic
factors in disease risk and prognosis were based on a disease theory that claimed
that the debility of the disease was driven by a fear of activity and deconditioning
reversible by CBT and GET. This disease theory is in direct conflict with the organic
disease described by the 2015 National Academy of Medicine (NAM) report, the
breadth of published biomedical research, and the positive effect achieved by
drugs such as Rituxan and Ampligen.
4. Harm done to patients: The harms experienced by patients subjected to CBT
and GET have been widely documented in patient surveys and anecdotal patient
reports. Such harms are predictable given the systemic intolerance to exertion
that the 2015 NAM report defined as the hallmark of the disease, yet harms have
been largely ignored in mainstream clinical guidance.
The 2015 National Academy of Medicine report highlighted the medical
community’s hostility toward this disease and noted that the biggest challenge to
moving forward is not medical provider knowledge but rather medical provider
attitudes. Yet, providing indefensible reasons for doing so as outlined below, CDC
still includes recommendations for CBT and GET and psychogenic disease
statements and references on its website. Other medical education providers and
medical centers do the same with some referencing CDC’s recommendations as
their justification for doing so.
Such content has created a false narrative about the disease, which fosters those
negative attitudes and creates a risk of physical harm for patients. If this were a
drug, the FDA would shut it down. As our country’s premier health organization,
CDC must provide the ethical and proactive leadership needed to decisively break
away from this painful and decades-long legacy of disbelief, mistreatment, and
harm that Tuller’s Worse than the Disease so comprehensively explained.
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A first step must include removal of all recommendations for CBT and GET and
the removal of information based on Oxford and the psychogenic disease theory
(as on CDC’s Science Clips)6 and replacement with content such as that provided
in the 2014 IACFS/ME primer and 2012 ME-ICC primer, both authored by disease
experts. Beyond that, CDC must proactively reach out to medical education
providers like UpToDate, medical societies such as the American College of Family
Physicians, and medical centers such as Mayo and the Cleveland Clinic to ensure
that these groups also appreciate that these therapies and psychogenic narratives
are wrong.
CDC has the responsibility to ensure that it provides accurate information and
protects the lives of patients. The continued inclusion of these recommendations,
statements and references on CDC’s website is neither medically ethical nor
scientifically defensible. We understand that CDC is currently updating its website
but that work will not address these issues.
To protect patients, it is essential that these concerns be addressed immediately.
Accordingly, we are asking for a date in the very near future by which CDC will
remove the above referenced content from its website. We respectfully request a
response by December 20, 2016.

Sincerely,
11 organisations & 52 advocates (see source)
Source: http://bit.ly/2gOOloe
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The NIH & ME-Research
A lot has happened at the National Institutes of Health recently regarding ME/CFS
research, and it's past due for a round up.
Firstly, in mid October the NIH announced it had awarded seven administrative
supplement grants resulting from a Notice of Availability (http://bit.ly/2gLEvQO)
that was issued in April 2016. These enabled NIH-funded projects to expand the
collection and analysis of biospecimens from individuals with ME/CFS to aid in
biomarker identification and help identify potential therapeutic targets.
It's not clear how much was awarded, although we do know these are were not
large grants; Cort Johnson reported they were around $100,000 each
(http://bit.ly/2hfBTxQ). (More details about the awarded supplements and who
they were awarded to are available here (http://bit.ly/2hfHEM5) under “Funded
Projects". Some of the descriptions may be about the original research and not
the grant supplements.)
Columbia CII was awarded a supplement grant, which will help identify past
infections in ME/CFS patients, including novel pathogens not seen before in this
illness, or perhaps even not seen before in humans. Dr. Lipkin has pioneered the
detection of viruses across species some of which he's shown can cross into
humans:
"Multiple findings over the past several years suggest a viral or post-infective
connection to ME/CFS. Dr. Lipkin and his colleagues will develop a cutting-edge
library containing protein fragments of all known viruses that infect vertebrates,
including mammals. Dr. Lipkin’s team will use the protein library to assess blood
samples from individuals with ME/CFS and healthy individuals, to identify potential
viruses the individuals with ME/CFS have been exposed to and correlate to
symptoms of ME/CFS. The results may help advance detection of novel pathogens
involved in ME/CFS."
This project uses smart science to detect viruses. Our immune systems produce
antibodies to fight off infections. These antibodies persist even after an infectious
agent can no longer be detected. Immunovir is a new diagnostic method for
detecting antibodies to all known viruses in blood and other body fluids. This
project is using Immunovir to determine whether historical evidence of infection
is linked to ME/CFS.
Two RFA's on the way
Secondly, on October the 21st the NIH released a notice of intent to publish a
Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) for ME/CFS. This provided advance
notice that there will be two Requests for Applications (RFA's) issued in December
2016, giving researchers the maximum time to prepare.
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The first RFA is funding for Collaborative Research Centers (CRC's)
(http://bit.ly/2eM7FxV):
"The overarching goal of this initiative will be to establish a network of Centers
that will work independently and collaboratively to define the causes of and
discover improved treatments for ME/CFS.
The purpose of the ME/CFS CRC research program is to facilitate research in
ME/CFS through support of:
Collaborative basic and clinical research on ME/CFS, including longitudinal
studies of individuals with ME/CFS within each ME/CFS CRC and across CRCs
within the network;
Foster early stage basic and clinical investigators in ME/CFS research; and
Provide access to information related to ME/CFS for basic and clinical
researchers, academic and practicing physicians, healthcare professionals,
individuals with ME/CFS, and the lay public."
The other RFA is for a Data Management and Coordinating Center (DMCC)
(http://bit.ly/2hpgAut) to "facilitate and coordinate research in the Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis/Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Collaborative Research Centers
(ME/CFS CRC)".
It is not known how much funding will be available through these RFAs for actual
research, as opposed to center running costs. Also, the due date for the
applications is April 2017 and the awarding of any funding from this mechanism
would not be earlier than September 2017.

Source: The Microbiome Discovery Project http://wp.me/p7pUDA-iP
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21st Century Cures Act Passes
House
With
Overwhelming
Bipartisan Support
ME/CFS advocates have been eagerly awaiting passage of the 21st Century Cures
act since it was initially introduced in 2013, given it was originally written to
increase NIH funding and fast-track research and treatment development.
On
Wednesday,
November
30,
a
compromise bill with modified provisions
from the original 21st Century Cures Act
swept the House in a 392 – 26 vote. “We
have listened to every group out there,”
said Representative Fred Upton, author of
the bill. “I think we have a pretty good
bipartisan bill that’s going to meet
everyone’s test of how legislation should be
done.” Had the bill not been passed before the end of December, the process to
craft it would have had to start again from scratch in the new year.
While the new $6.3 billion compromise funnels new funds to the NIH, those funds
are targeted for specific programs such as The Precision Medicine Initiative,
Cancer Moonshot, and the BRAIN Initiative and are unlikely to benefit ME/CFS
research directly. Additionally, unlike the original bill, these funds are subject to
yearly congressional review and can potentially be withheld or redirected.
The compromise package passed this week lost many key initiatives supported by
our organization, such as the “OPEN” Act, incentives for misunderstood disease
research, and flexible funding for the NIH. Additional elements, such as funds to
combat opioid addiction, provisions addressing Medicare, and mental healthcare
streamlining, were added in the compromise.
A few key elements that remain in the current legislation which could positively
impact ME/CFS include
Increased accountability at the NIH
In a new process that is welcome news to many ME/CFS advocates, the 21st
Century Cures Act provides increased oversight, accountability, and transparency
at the NIH. The new law requires the NIH to issue and publish a strategic plan and
increases accountability at the NIH overall, including the system used in the
distribution of grant awards. SMCI has continually pressed the NIH for this
information regarding ME/CFS with virtually no success.
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Removing barriers to increased research collaboration
Provisions directed at data standardization, data collection and sharing, and
clinical trial reporting are designed to increase collaboration between researchers
for better results. There are also provisions to modernize clinical trials and
increase the use of patient-generated registries, both of which have been key
barriers in ME/CFS research.
Incorporating the patient perspective
One of the most controversial parts of the bill increases the ability for researchers
and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA to consider the direct experience of
patients to modify and improve potential treatments. This new, structured
framework would take patient reports into account when analyzing a drug’s
benefits and risks.
Improved biomarker qualification
One additional provision added to the 21st Century Cures Act is called the “Drug
Development Tools Qualification Program.” This section will create a new review
process at the FDA for biomarkers and other development tools to expedite drug
development and reduce the likelihood of development failures.

Source http://bit.ly/2gzp0LP
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6. Dutch Citizen Initiative
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ME Is Not MUPS
Change Dutch Health Council Committee and adhere to the advisory
report assignment
http://bit.ly/2e2Nsq7
Last opportunity to sign this most important petition and support the Dutch MEcommunity.
Right after the installation by the chairman of the Health Council of the
Netherlands of a panel who, complying with the wishes of the Dutch parliament is
to investigate the state of science on ME in March this year, a petition to alter the
panel was started. Problem is that four out of ten members are exponents of the
BPS-approach of ME, one of them publishing extensively with the British BPSresearchers.
“Among ME patients there is no public support for a Dutch Health Council
Committee with members denying ME as a chronic, complex, multisystem disease
(ICD G93.3) or equating it to “MUPS”, (Medically Unexplained Physical
Symptoms), a functional syndrome, a somatoform disorder (ICD F45),
neurasthenia (ICD F48) or unexplained fatigue (ICD R53).”
“We, Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (ME) patients and all those who recognize the
severity and nature of this biomedical disease”
“Observe”
“That the Dutch Health Council Committee composition is incompatible with the
state of the scientific knowledge, of which the Dutch Health Council is aware (WHO
recognition ME 1969, ICD G93.3, the Institute of Medicine refers to a chronic,
complex, multisystem disease with symptoms that can be explained by
objectifiable physical abnormalities as described in thousands of scientific
publications),
Nor does it fit the advisory report assignment given by Parliament (an
advisory report about ME),
ME is not MUPS! The Dutch Health Council should select the best available
expertise, relevant to this disease, but fails to do so”
“and request”
“To adjust the composition of the Dutch Health Council Committee. Input of
patients should be taken as the guiding principle. After all, the Citizen’s Initiative
“Recognize ME” was the direct reason for the advisory report assignment.”
http://bit.ly/2e2Nsq7
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Cartoon Djanko
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7. Grassroot
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Several More Years…
Mine is a story of gradual onset MECFS. I was in my late twenties when my life
began to 'not make sense'. This was in 1976.
I had always been active in sports and was fully engaged in being a wife and
mother of two young preschool children. My sports at the time were tennis,
softball, and indoor volleyball. Having been a Girl Scout myself, I became a
Brownie Girl Scout leader when my daughter became of an age to join. I loved
doing things with my troop, camping, hiking, working on badges, interacting with
the parents, and going on trips with the troop.
My life began to change. Every day began with a struggle to get out of bed and
take care of my family. Simple things like cooking breakfast became fatiguing. I
kept pushing myself to live as I was accustomed to living. Hiding the struggle I
was having. Wondering why I was so tired all the time. Why I ached as though
I had the flu when clearly, I did not. I did not have a fever, in fact, my temperature
was running well below normal. So, obviously, I wasn't sick. Just tired and achy.
Why? I pressed on, thinking it would pass.
My family doctor, Dr. Ray, and his wife often played against my husband and I in
tennis tournaments held in our small community. Their daughter was also a
member of my Brownie troop and we were members of the same church. Dr.
Ray took me aside after a tennis match and asked me what was wrong. He had
noticed that I just wasn't up to my game and was struggling. He had also
observed me with my troop on a recent parent/daughter weekend campout and
had noticed my struggle then as well.
I told Dr. Ray of my fatigue and aching muscles. Quickly explaining that I had
no fever and didn't think I was sick, just extremely tired for some reason. He
ordered me to be in his office the next morning at 7:30 for some tests.
Tests, tests, and more tests. With no answers. Everything was within normal
range. I was very healthy!
Specialist, specialist, and more specialists.
within normal range. I was very healthy!

With no answers.

Everything was

Meanwhile, I was getting sicker and sicker.
This was the pattern for the next few years. I was gradually getting worse. Worse
fatigue, worse pain, cognitive problems began to arise, if I pushed myself, I felt
horribly worse the next day. The decline in my health was very slow, but very
steady.
One specialist suggested that since I was a bit underweight, I should try to gain a
few pounds. I did. Later another specialist suggested that since I was a bit
overweight, I should try to lose a few pounds. I did.
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One specialist suggested that I was too sedentary and
should get out and exercise more. I did. I got much
worse. One specialist suggested that I needed to take
vitamin and mineral supplements. I did. I started to
have gut issues. One specialist suggested I should
stop taking so many vitamins and supplements
because the only deficiency showing up in test was
vitamin D and that was the only vitamin I needed to
supplement. I stopped all the other vitamins and
supplements and gradually the gut issues disappeared. But the fatigue continued
to worsen, the pain was still present, and the cognitive issues continued to bedevil
me.
Then in the mid 1980s a doctor diagnosed me with CFS. Great! Give me the pill!
Give me the shot! Give me the surgery! Whatever it takes, let's do it and I'll be
back on my feet and getting on with my life! Thank you doctor! Let's "Git 'er
done!!"
Sorry ... no cure ... no treatment ... don't even know what causes it ... don't even
know for sure what part of the body is affected ... all we can do is try to manage
the symptoms. We have hope that maybe in a year or two a cure will be found.
That was forty (40!) years ago.
Today, my doctor tells me: "Sorry ... no cure ... no treatment ... don't even know
what causes it ... don't even know for sure what parts of the body are affected ...
all we can do is try to manage the symptoms. We have hope that maybe in several
more years a cure will be found."
Several MORE years? I am now 67.
The disease has progressed to where I am housebound, mostly bedfast. My heart
is now affected, the shortness of breath so severe I can take only a few steps.
The pain is worse. The cognitive dysfunction is so disabling that sometimes I can
barely talk and my memory is affected. I am so weak from the fatigue. If I stand
for more than a very few minutes, I pass out due to Orthostatic Hypotension.
I don't have several more years......

Tina
Source: Disease maps http://www.diseasemaps.org/en/story/2924/
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Eight Extraordinary Things About
People With Chronic Illness
For those who are reading this list and you
live a life of chronic illness —
This one’s for you. To know you’re recognized
1. People with chronic illness have a profound
strength to manage life while in pain.
They have a relentless will to live, so they
must dive deep into their reservoir of strength
to mine more of it every single day they are
faced with the challenges of their pain. They
don’t give up, despite the debilitating symptoms they experience. They push
through and grab hold of what they can to find fulfillment in every day. This type
of endurance and perseverance proves to be an ongoing battle that can result in
profound fortitude.
2. People with chronic illness tend to have an astute awareness of other people’s
pain.
Because they have endured their own difficult road of affliction, they may be more
in tune to the people around them. They can have extraordinary empathy and
compassion for others and a deep understanding of adversity and hardship, so
they can truly appreciate someone else’s struggles. When someone is hurting,
they are often the first to respond and console because they know the significance
of having support.
3. People with chronic illness may have a unique perspective on life.
They are constantly challenged to find meaning and fulfillment within their own
limitations, and they may celebrate simple things that others take for granted.
They can have an exceptional admiration for life experiences, because they often
live within the confines of their captivity — unable to live an active life. They may
learn to look for the gifts in every day with great vigilance.
4. People with chronic illness often don’t tell people when they are struggling.
Because they are sick so often, they may not want to burden others regularly.
They might struggle alone because they hate to make people feel uncomfortable
or obligated in any way. Many times, you might notice they disappear for a time
– they could miss regular events, social activities, or friends and family gatherings.
This is often when they are trying to manage their symptoms and are too sick to
do much else. Their disappearance sometimes goes unnoticed. This is quite
possibly the hardest part of being chronically ill. They desperately want to join
you.
5. People with chronic illness live a secret life of struggling.
They may not look sick at all, but underneath their appearance there is a person
fighting fiercely to be well. They may fall apart as soon as they get home, after
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keeping the facade for hours wherever they were. They may have taken enough
medicine just to get them through the day. They may mask their pain with smiles
so others won’t notice their struggling. They likely don’t want to be seen as sick
all the time, so they may try hard to present themselves as “OK”… and often, they
are not.
6. People with chronic illness need you to check on them.
They often feel uncomfortable reaching out for help or support because they may
feel people have more important things to do. Many are sure people are tired of
hearing about their sickness/disease, so they stop telling their family and friends
about their struggles. They hate what they are enduring, and wish things were
different.
7. People with chronic illness can fail to follow through on commitments.
While they want so desperately to live a full life connecting with others and
showing up when they say they will, people with chronic illness don’t have the
privilege of knowing how they will feel each and every day. They may wish they
could be more predictable, but their illness controls the outcome. If they fail you,
please understand that they are more disappointed than you could ever be. They
have to live with the anguish of letting you down on top of the physical pain they
endure. All they have is hopeful intention and often it is met with utter defeat.
8. People with chronic illness need to know they are loved unconditionally, because
you cannot place conditions on them.
While most of the world and the people in it operate on performance and
productivity, many people who have chronic illness cannot measure their worth in
this way. Some days, they may feel they are of no value because they couldn’t do
anything productive besides manage their illness. They can feel useless and
insignificant to the world around them. They must learn to love themselves
without expectations.

Christine Carter, contributor of The Mighty
http://bit.ly/2h7W9S7
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Do You Fit The International
Consensus Criteria For Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis?
NB: This article and survey have been submitted by MEAdvocacy.
If you take the survey, it would be great to know your experiences and your
comments on it. Be so kind as to mail them to info@let-me.be
The MEGC-editors

MEadvocacy.org (http://meadvocacy.org) understands there is a great deal of
confusion about the various criteria for myalgic encephalomyelitis (ME), so we
created an easy to follow questionnaire to help patients see if they may fit the
2011 International Consensus Criteria (ICC).
The ICC is the most recent criteria created by experts in the field of ME. There
are other criteria used in the U.S. and around the world which are overly inclusive
which have led some to be diagnosed with ME/CFS who don’t fit this ME criteria.
These experts who wrote the ICC insist that ME must be separated out from under
the term CFS.
From page ii of the International Consensus Primer for Medical Practitioners:
"Not only is it common sense to extricate ME patients from the assortment of
conditions assembled under the CFS umbrella, it is compliant with the WHO
classification rule that a disease cannot be classified under more than one rubric.
The panel is not dismissing the broad components of fatiguing illnesses, but rather
the ICC are a refinement of patient stratification."
"Our panel strongly recommends that only the name ‘myalgic encephalomyelitis’
be used to identify patients meeting the ICC because a distinctive disease entity
should have one name. Patients diagnosed using broader or other criteria for CFS
or its hybrids (Oxford, Reeves, London, Fukuda, CCC, etc.) should be reassessed
with the ICC."
We at MEadvocacy believe these overly broad criteria have led to treatments (like
GET) which are dangerous for those who fit the ICC.
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ICC Questionnaire
(for patients over age 18)
Disclaimer: This questionnaire does not
replace the full International Consensus
Criteria (ICC) document or the primer.
It is based on the symptoms of the
criteria and should not be used as a
substitute for medical advice from a
licensed medical professional. This
document is for informational purposes.
Consult a physician experienced in
diagnosing ME. It is important to
evaluate for other diseases before
assigning a diagnosis of ME (ICD code
G93.3).
According to the ICC a six-month
waiting period is NOT required for diagnosis of ME. Removing the waiting period
is very important so ME patients can be advised to get complete rest as soon as
possible in order to get the best possibility of improved health.
Mandatory for fitting the ICC is the symptom of Post Exertional Neuroimmune
Exhaustion (PENE). PENE is physical inability to produce sufficient energy on
demand.
The following are signs you have PENE:
Marked, rapid physical and/or cognitive fatigability in response to exertion,
which may be minimal such as activities of daily living or simple mental
tasks, can be debilitating and cause a relapse.
Post-exertional symptom exacerbation: such as acute flu-like symptoms,
pain and worsening of other symptoms
Post-exertional exhaustion: may occur immediately after activity or be
delayed by hours or days
Recovery period is prolonged, usually taking 24 hours or longer. A relapse
can last days, weeks or longer
Low threshold of physical and mental fatigability (lack of stamina) results in
a substantial reduction in pre-illness activity level.
Symptom severity must result in a significant reduction of pre-illness activity level.
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The 2-day Cardio Pulmonary Exercise Test available at Workwell Foundation
(California) and Ithaca College (New York) is a 2 day CPET specifically designed
to look for inability to repeat physical activity two days in a row.
If you aren’t sure if you have PENE, watching the following video may help you
answer the question.
Video by Mark VanNess explaining an abnormal physiological
response to exertion and the 2-day test: http://bit.ly/2hfxBWW
If you have this symptom, please go to http://bit.ly/2gsuEhM for the
rest of the questionnaire.
Myalgic encephalomyelitis International Consensus Criteria Authors: B. M.
Carruthers, M. I. van de Sande, K. L. De Meirleir, N. G. Klimas, G.
Broderick, T. Mitchell, D. Staines, A. C. P. Powles, N. Speight, R. Vallings,
L. Bateman, B. Baumgarten-Austrheim, D. S. Bell, N. Carlo-Stella, J. Chia,
A. Darragh, D. Jo, D. Lewis, A. R. Light, S. Marshall-Gradisnik, I. Mena, J.
A. Mikovits, K. Miwa, M. Murovska, M. L. Pall, S. Stevens
Note: pediatric symptoms vary - See source at this link for pediatric:
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1365-2796.2011.02428.x/full
Link to the International Consensus Primer for Physicians which lists tests and
treatment options for those who fit the ICC: http://bit.ly/1BMvvMZ

By MEadvocacy.org Advisory Committee

MEadvocacy.org
Our mission is to advocate for Recognition, Definition and Research
for Myalgic Encephalomyelitis.
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Forgotten Plague
Jamison Hill, featured in Forgotten Plague, had
some visitors recently!
Janet Dafoe and daughter Ashley, Stephanie
Land and her daughter Mia.

He writes about meeting them all in person, and
says of meeting Stephanie: "Then, there she
was meeting me — her new friend — for the
first time, knowing not long ago I too had been
as sick as Whitney. It must have been hard
for her. But maybe it gave her some hope as
well.
I so badly wanted her and Janet, and Ashley,
to feel hope, to know that if my health can
improve, so can Whitney’s. Because when I
was too sick to communicate or move much at
all, I kept thinking if he can dredge through this
unbearable disease, so can I.

We have never met, but I get a lot of strength from Whitney. We are, after all,
in the same fight."

Read the blog of Jamison Hill
http://bit.ly/2gvSvx5

http://www.eaglerarelife.com/content/ryan-prior

Please donate to further our mission here:
http://theblueribbonfoundation.org/donate/

Ryan Prior
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Promises, Promises
Thirty Years of NIH Broken Promises
The pattern of 30 years of NIH broken
promises
to
the
myalgic
encephalomyelitis (ME) community is
continuing unhindered. Representatives
of the NIH ME/CFS Clinical study and the
Trans-NIH Working Group make empty,
insincere promises. They assure us that
our voice and input is essential when in
reality their actions entirely dismiss our
view. More alarmingly, it has become apparent as of late that those at NIH
responsible for ME research, doubt the biological nature of the disease. This
unscientific hypothesis will affect every process that NIH takes and the result
would adversely affect ME patients for a long time to come.
Recently, ME patients and advocates raised critical concerns with the NIH ME/CFS
Study (see MEadvocacy blog: NIH Sidesteps Critical Problems with the ME/CFS
Study). NIH refused to move on adopting the many recommendations outlined to
them, some of which were: to include the patients and advocates’ voice in every
step of the study starting from the planning stages, removal of problematic NIH
investigators who believe that the disease is a somatoform disorder, initiating,
and maintaining a transparent and two-way communication process between NIH
and the ME community (researchers, clinicians, advocates and patients).
A petition started by MEadvocacy, signed by 750 ME community members, and
delivered to NIH Director Francis Collins on February 15, 2016, calling for the
cancellation of the proposed NIH ME/CFS Clinical Study and restarting with input
from the ME community of patients, advocates, researchers and clinicians was
ignored and went unanswered.
The following is a more recent incident showing the same disrespect to the ME
community.
Since November 3, 2016, the ME community has contested the scheduled
appearance of the ME disease denier Edward Shorter as a lecturer on the history
of ME/CFS at The National Institutes of Health Clinical Center in Bethesda, MD.
Patients, advocates, researchers, and patient organizations wrote letters to NIH
demanding the cancellation of Shorter’s controversial lecture because of his
career of spreading unscientific postulations that ME/CFS is a” psychic epidemic”
of women who are attention seekers.
Shorter’s lecture took place on November 9th as scheduled, despite mass
protests from the ME community including researchers who tweeted and spoke
out.
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The most important takeaway from this experience is that regardless of whose
idea it was to invite (all signs point to Dr. Walitt) Shorter to lecture NIH
investigators or who actually “sponsored” it, no one at NIH acted on our opposition
and canceled the talk.
Despite Walitt’s psychogenic bias of ME, NIH has refused to remove him from the
NIH ME/CFS Clinical Study. Instead, NIH keeps praising him as in the NIH call
November 2 with advocates.
Dr. Nath replying to a question asked by patient advocate Eileen Holderman
regarding Walitt remaining in the study replied: “And then Dr. Walitt, yes. So
Dr. Walitt is a, you know, delightful individual, very experienced. I have full
confidence in him. And so he’s doing a superb job putting this protocol together.
He has done all the work in helping me.”
HHS’ disregard of the ME community has become a contemptible pattern –
signifying a widespread institutional bias. Although HHS claims that things have
changed, their actions disprove their words.
Please read the complete blog here http://bit.ly/2gV4KnQ

Gabby Klein
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Marathon Mike
Toulouse was tough

'Adventure is worthwhile
Amelia Earhart

in

itself'

Number 9, Toulouse Marathon in France
was a challenge. Just 3 weeks after
Brussels, I went in a little bit injured but
got round OK. Race report
So 3 weeks after my best ever race in
Belgium, I arrived in Toulouse to
attempt the most urban and probably
flattest race so far.
Before the race I interviewed Marie
from the French ME Association ASFC
about what it's like to live there with ME. I was also lucky to get some press
coverage from Depeche du Midi (click here) which I hope helped raise some
awareness about the illness.
I landed in Toulouse the afternoon before the race start and managed to get to
the expo to pick up my number in the lively Place du Capitole square where the
race would finish. I was one of 2788 runners and certainly far from my fittest
having struggled to recover from the rigours of the hilly Brussels race.
Still, the weather and course were perfect and the confidence that had grown from
8 previous marathons meant that I knew I'd finish, even if I'd be crawling up the
pink carpet to the line.
The race started on the Pont De La Croix De Pierre bridge around a 30 minute
walk from our apartment next to Place Du Captiole. It was pretty dark and cold
as we approached the bridge and security was high, I had to leave Cat there and
head to the start on my own, my pockets bulging with vaseline, meerkat mixups
(jellies) and painkillers. Read more here (http://bit.ly/2gCUSmz)

9 down, 19 to go.
Barcelona next.
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Journeying Through The Land Of
Rejection
Those of us with a chronic long term illness
face grief constantly as we constantly adjust
to our ever-evolving physicality. We grieve
for all we have lost, for all that we were – we
'journey through the land of rejection'.
Grief is profound and a natural reaction to
loss and trauma. No one is immune – no one
escapes it. There is no right or wrong way to
grieve - no one size fits all. For us, our grief
is never static, it never goes away as we
recalibrate the image of ourselves to fit our current circumstances. We grieve for
our former lives, our former selves, careers, financial robustness, relationships,
abilities and talents and all we held dear and thought defined us. Grief is our
constant companion and yet another invisible component of living with chronic
illness.
Chronic illness is a joy thief! The grief and despair it causes can make us numb
and less diligent about our self-care. This is part of the grief process and normal.
Humans are hardwired for social contact, social connection and a sense of
belonging. The social isolation ME/CFS brings causes a sense of not belonging,
not being part of our community. It destroys our self-esteem and sense of
meaningfulness. Lack of physicality and lack touch can impact profoundly on our
physical and emotional health. Our lessening social connectivity makes us more
readily over stimulated when we do engage in social interaction. We then begin
to lose our ability to communicate, to lose our own unique voice, our own unique
vocabulary. All these losses are akin to 'social death', are very real, to be grieved
for and are part of the journey that is chronic illness.
Lack of social interaction also undermines our physical health, psychosocial
wellbeing and distorts our social identity and sense of self-worth. Studies show
that social isolation represses our immune system and can be just as life
threatening as obesity and smoking. Each of us walks their own unique health
journey through our own land of rejection. It is not healthy for us to walk this
journey alone. Support is vital! Support is all! It is crucial we keep reaching out
and supporting each other. I would like us to be part of a wider community, a
wider tribe – the ME/CFS community – Ngati MS/CFS - and reclaim our sense of
belonging. We need each other to keep our sense of social connectivity, to ground
our thoughts and emotions in a social context, to bolster our self-esteem and to
belong to something that recognises and supports our own unique selves and
anchors us. Our ME/CFS community provides that place, that sense of belonging
- that anchor.
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Our grief and loss hones the skills and strengths we already have and grows new
skills and strengths – we grow our resilience as we are pushed to the limit of our
endurance. When I look at the members within our support groups I don't see
sick people. I see incredible inner strength - I see resilience. I see the most
beautiful, strong, stoic, courageous, authentic, wise, amazing people I have ever
met. I see everyone as a hero in their own unique way.
Grief is an integral part of our ever-evolving selves as we walk through the land
of rejection. We all have our different griefs and differing ways of coping. How
we cope is part of being our own unique selves. However, coping does not mean
we are unaffected or unchanged by our grief. As we acknowledge grief, know it,
make it our own – it becomes part of who we are. It is not to be feared. Living
through it – living with it - is something to be proud of. It is something we all
identify with, part of our collective experience, part of our being whanau and
members of Ngati ME/CFS – part of our being a member of the wider global
ME/CFS community. Grief is part of the journey through the land of rejection.
Trust in the journey it can take you to a beautiful place – it can take you to you.
Arohanui

Sandra Forsyth

Vice Chair of WellMe
Wellington, New Zealand

Meanings:
whanua – family
Ngati – tribe
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OMEGA: NO to MEGA
This petition is as actual as when we drew attention to it two
months ago, if not more actual. So please keep on signing
and sharing (http://bit.ly/2hUXRak).
We vote 'no confidence' in MEGA research for M.E.:
https://youtu.be/tPFYxpreesE
“The more I see of communications coming out of the CMRC and MEGA team the
clearer it is to me that they have no real idea what they are doing other than
trying to secure money for certain researchers. The token involvement of a patient
group at a point in time when one assumes the first grant application has already
been written and submitted to local administrative offices is a farce. It reveals a
complete lack of respect for the patient community.”
Prof. Jonathan Edwards
A UK medical research group called MEGA (M.E./CFS Epidemiology and Genomics
Alliance) has set up a petition for public support to help them obtain millions of
pounds (estimated minimum £9m) from research funding bodies for a prospective
study of a neurological disorder known for research purposes as ME/CFS (Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis/Chronic Fatigue Syndrome).
The professional ethics of petitioning the public for support in order to obtain
research funds and petitioning support of a vulnerable community of
patients/carers is questionable.
The MEGA petition includes words such as 'biological' 'biomedical' 'big data'
'potentially game-changing' - clickbait for patients/carers desperate for definitive
diagnostic tests and medical treatments, yet updates show how little thought and
planning has been given by the research team to their own proposal. They had
not even thought of including the 25% most severely ill patient cohort in their
proposed 12,000 participants.
A closer look at the MEGA petition reveals that key members and advisors of MEGA
are involved in the discredited PACE trial, and the MAGENTA trial in children with
ME/CFS which follows from the PACE trial, run by leaders of the bio-psycho-social
(BPS) movement known collectively as 'The Wessely School'.
The BPS illness model of ME/CFS assumes that biological abnormalities and
physical symptoms are caused or maintained by psychological or social problems
and may be treated by changing the patient's thoughts and behaviours.
Decades of research shows that no matter how much 'bio' is found in ME/CFS
(plenty has been found) it is interpreted by BPS proponents as due to psychosocial
causes and amenable to behavioural therapies rather than signs of disease
suffered through no fault of the patient or carer.
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The BPS researchers and representatives involved in MEGA have already wasted
millions of pounds of research funds in attempts to validate their model in ME/CFS
by providing policy-based evidence for the psychosocial treatments recommended
by the UK National Institute of Health and Care Excellence (NICE) prolonging
suffering and causing immeasurable harm to patients and families.
There is no further room for The Wessely School, BPS model, or those advised
by The Wessely School, in any context associated with the disease Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis.
Following the Tribunal Decision published August 2016 upholding the decision by
the Information Commissioner in favour of Matthees and providing for the release
of raw data from the PACE Trial, which has subsequently proved that Trial to be a
sham, it would be unreasonable to trust the very same people to have the best
interests of patients at heart.
Thus in signing this petition we reject calls from the ME/CFS Epidemiology and
Genomics Alliance to create any proposal for a ‘big data’ study, or any study of
any description, regarding it as inevitably and irrevocably tainted.
No more wasting time, money, lives – not in our name.
There are genuine opportunities for UK biomedical researchers to get involved in
ME/CFS research and to really make a difference to millions of people's lives. It is
not a case of 'MEGA or nothing'.
A site has been set up for further information https://opposingmega.wordpress.com/
This was the comment of Prof. Jonathan Edwards (UK researcher and regulkar
speaker at the Invest ME-conferences in London) on the forum of Phoenix Rising,
on 20th October (http://bit.ly/2eqhnXo):
“I was very concerned that a counter petition of this sort would be an own goal.
However, reading this I cannot really fault it and am actually impressed by much
of the wording and argument. The upfront reference to researchers whose work
has been shown to be substandard may seem inflammatory but we are past that
now and I think being to the point is a strength.
The point that MEGA is not the only game in town is well made. From my point of
view I have yet to see any information that would convince me that any original
thought has gone into the project. I am not a fan of Big Data. They jumped the
gun and it is entirely legitimate to say so because it is an insult to the patients'
intelligence.
So I think I would encourage all members to sign. If the petition is there and is
making a fair point good numbers of signatures would have impact.”
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MEGA
Trust

Statement

From

Tymes

A Study Too Far
Let us establish at the start, that Tymes Trust does not endorse
or support MEGA.
What disease does this study purport to study? Does it even
study ME? The criteria are so wide, there will be various forms
of fatiguing illnesses in this study which do not, in real life
(epidemiology) exhibit the classic signs and symptoms of ME
(Myalgic Encephalomyelitis). What will that tell researchers
about ME? In our view, given the loose selection criteria, the
term ME should have been omitted entirely from the study before asking the public
- through a petition, of all things - to endorse it. Fatigue is not ME, and ME is not
fatigue. This can be determined merely through reading Ramsay's original ME
definition and comparing it with the woolly MEGA criteria. What sort of science is
it that does not remain true to the definition of the disease that describes so
accurately how it affects patients?
Next, what about those we are asked to put our trust in to conduct this study?
It has been observed by others that the list includes people who were involved
with the PACE trial. The PACE investigators were responsible for a quarter of a
million pounds of taxpayers' money being spent to hide the data for five years
from both patients and scientists. When, finally, an appeal tribunal Judge ruled
against them, and ordered them to release the data, it was found on independent
analysis that the claimed results had been wildly exaggerated. The resulting press
coverage touting the bogus success of Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT) and
Graded Exercise Therapy (GET) for people with ME was therefore also wildly
exaggerated.
Then there is the infamous CFS/ME NICE Guideline, recommending CBT and GET.
One of those involved in producing the NICE recommendations, and now involved
in MEGA, is attempting to subject children to GET, and to online CBT (which the
protocol reveals leads to a form of GET) through the MAGENTA and FITNET (1)
trials. The potential damage to children with classic ME who might thereby
undertake GET has horrified many parents and ME organisations alike, given the
evidence that now exists for physical deterioration after exercise.

Source: http://bit.ly/2hGx6TZ
Tymes Trust is a UK charity supporting families of children with ME and has the Queen's
Award for Voluntary Service. 2014 was its 25th anniversary year. For info
https://www.facebook.com/tymestrust. Tymes is an abbreviation of The Young ME
Sufferers. (1)See interview with Jane Colby in the section ME & children of this issue
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Power
What is important about Power is to believe in
your own Power in any one moment, to bring
about change, to break a chain, to set people
free, to free your self!
Equally important, in any one moment, is to not
give your power away to any ideology, to other
people's opinion, to any person or system, or
authority.
True Power does not come from status, wealth, authority.
It comes from integrity - and a humble encounter in truth, that has nothing to do
with playing games, with puffing up one’s ego, with coming from fear.
It has everything to do with love and genuine freedom. Do not be afraid!
Power is the fruit of Truth, which cuts through hypocrisy, arrogance, self
importance, power playing and abuse with a blade of light, which when wielded
wisely brings inner peace, harmony, healing, abundance, justice.

Holy Way
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Unrest (Canary In A Coalmine)
Canary in a Coal Mine is now "UNREST"
We just wanted to announce to all of our
supporters and film friends that our documentary
film about Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (ME) has a
new name – Unrest. (You can read more about
our new title in this announcement to our
community of patients and caregivers.)
It's been such an incredible journey. We are
nearing the finish line and look forward to
premiering in 2017!

Also, for the last several months, Bear McCreary has been working on a beautiful
and captivating score for UNREST. You may not know Bear, but you definitely
know his work.
He scored BATTLESTAR GALACTICA (a series
that has gotten me through my most
bedridden months multiple times, not least
for its incredible music), OUTLANDER, THE
WALKING DEAD, and 10 CLOVERFIELD LANE
among many other television and feature
film credits.
This is Bear's first documentary score, which
is kind of fun since this is my first
documentary!
But seriously, I think you will love the
beautiful work he and his team have done on
this film, helping bring depth and life to the
emotional and experiential terrain of our
stories. We can't wait to share it with you next year!
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Our documentary film about M.E. will premiere this January at the Sundance Film
Festival (http://bit.ly/2gLD3xC). This has been a long, incredible, hard fought,
life-destroying, friendship-making, world-changing, horrible, wondrous journey.

When I began, I had never made a film. I could barely make it down the stairs
most days, let alone leave my house. I didn't know how I was going to get here,
but I had the belief and conviction that this story deserved and needed to be told.
And that in telling it, we could change our lives.
It took three years, 2,593 Kickstarter backers, a dozen amazing partners, an
incredible, gifted team of filmmakers, but we’ve done that part. Now, the second
part begins.
There are so, so many people to thank. You know who you are and I hold you in
my heart every single day. I dedicate this moment and everything extraordinary
to the love of my life, Omar. Read more: http://bit.ly/2gz0lXN

Jen
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In Memoriam: Justin Noble
Justin Noble
of Richmond, Vancouver
September 24, 1985 - October 13, 2016
Justin’s parents wrote and posted on a special fb-page In Memory of Justin
Noble (www.facebook.com/groups/320560404966111/):
It is with great sadness that we announce
the passing of our son, Justin Noble.
Justin will be lovingly remembered by his
parents, Stuart and Susan Noble; his son
Jace; his siblings Kirsty (Mike), Ken, Will
and Cathy, along with his Cha-Cha’s
Bonnie and Carol, his Auntie Sharon, his
Uncle Karl and all of his nieces, nephews,
cousins and friends.
From an early life, Justin loved to play hockey (his mother put him in figure
skating so he could learn how to skate backwards --- for hockey). From Mini-tykes
at the young age of 5 to being on rep teams, he always was up for whoever called
to say there was “ice time”.
Later in life, Justin learned to fish and never looked back. It was his passion, his
every reason for getting up at 3:00 a.m. to head out to the river. No one ever
took that away from him. It meant too much to him.
We need to celebrate Justin’s life. His infectious smile; his caring for people and
the love we have for him will never change. He is our son, brother, uncle, cousin,
good buddy, and that we will not forget.
Justin, we love and will miss you.
A Celebration of Justin’s life was held Saturday, November 19th at 1:00 p.m. at
the Minoru Chapel, Richmond.

Guestbook open until 10/22/2017 http://bit.ly/2hLaFQf
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8. Karina
Hansen,
Save4Children
Help Karina Hansen – donate to Save4Children
http://let-me.be/page.php?11
The charity Save4Children has been created by
the editors of the ME Global Chronicle
(http://www.let-me.be) and helps parents whose
children have been forced into psychiatric wards
by authorities, to try and set them free by legal
procedures.
After the release in 2015 of the German girl who
came to be known as Joanna, it was decided to
focus the fund entirely on Karina Hansen, who
was kept hostage of the Danish psychiatric
system since February 2013. She returned home
in October 2016
(http://let-me.be/request.php?36)

Karina Hansen at Home

However, there is persisting peril she will not be able to stay home due to pressure
of authorities, clinicians, the institution she left voluntarily and the guardian the
state of Denmark forced upon her in 2013. Hence a most proficient lawyer has
been contracted to try and get her into safer waters.
As this will involve a considerable amount on fees, please continue to donate as
generously as you did this period, which has been overwhelming indeed. After
Valerie Eliot Smith’s blog on Karina’s release http://bit.ly/2h9dc2U and her
update and appeal in her latest blog on Karina of 2nd December:
http://bit.ly/2gajXQX
Since last issue of the MEGC € 2.640,= has been donated, bringing the grand
total to € 6.354,74. Now all your donations will start to bear fruit, as this is the
final step. Sincere thanks on behalf of Per & Kitty Hansen to all of you.
Link to the donation button: http://let-me.be/page.php?11
The donations to this fund are exclusively for
use in paying the legal expenses incurred by
Karina's family as a result of her treatment
by the state over recent years.
In case you experience any problems with your payment, please contact us at
donate@let-me.be and provide us with as much as possible information: country,
url, date time, error, used payment method, etc.
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Karina Hansen,
Situation

The

Current

Karina Hansen, the current situation (December 2016)
Regular readers of this blog will be familiar with Karina’s
horrifying story (as detailed in my series of posts
http://bit.ly/2hfDp2S) and with the often appalling treatment
of ME patients generally.
For new readers, and those needing a reminder, there is a full
summary at the end of this post.
On 17 October 2016, after three and a half years of involuntary detention as a de
facto psychiatric patient in a Danish clinic, Karina Hansen (pictured above left
from her schooldays) finally returned to her family home from which she had been
forcibly removed in February 2013.
Karina is very happy to be back at home. She and her family are gradually
adjusting to their changed circumstances and trying to process everything that
has happened to them. However, it is inevitable that the traumatic events of last
few years have taken an enormous toll on all of them. Her long-term situation
remains to be determined; she and her family are still living with great uncertainty
about the future as a result of excessive state intervention in their lives (see
previous post http://bit.ly/2gwdeWm).
In my post of 26 October 2016 (http://bit.ly/2gDKXvA), I mentioned that
psychiatrist Per Fink (see below) and the clinic where Karina had been
incarcerated since 2013 had been contacted for comment about her return home.
As of today, no reply has been received.
Thank you to everyone who sent birthday gifts
It was Karina’s 28th birthday on 7 November, a few weeks after her return home.
She received cards, flowers and other gifts from all over the world.
Karina was able to read all the cards. She and her family wish to express their
gratitude and appreciation to everyone who took the trouble to send a card and/or
a gift. They are unable to reply to everyone individually but want to make it clear
that the support which they have received means an enormous amount to them.
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Appeal For Donations To The
Legal Fund
There have been considerable ongoing legal costs relating to Karina’s
circumstances over the last few years. A large amount of those costs are still
outstanding and there are new ones now beginning to accrue in relation to
prospective legal action. There are many issues still to be resolved regarding her
future and that of her family.
The fund currently [12.4.2016, ed.] stands at approximately 4000 euros. Using
exchange rates calculated on 4 December 2016 (amounts are rounded up), this
equals:
4300 US dollars or
3400 British pounds or
30000 Danish kroner
As yet, there is insufficient information to be able to set out exactly how much will
be required to settle the outstanding debts nor how much any future legal action
will cost. However, the specialist legal advice and assistance necessary here is
extremely costly. It is very clear that the costs will far exceed the amount which
is currently in the fund.
The fund is a vital resource – and Karina’s family are extremely grateful to those
who have already donated – but it is a tiny fraction of what is required.
Any amount – however small or large – which readers of this blog can contribute
will be received with enormous gratitude. The donations to this fund are
exclusively for use towards paying the legal expenses relating to Karina’s
treatment by the state over recent years.
For Donations: Go to this link at Save4Children http://let-me.be/page.php?11 and
follow the instructions.
If you scroll down the page there are links for specific countries/languages. If you
experience any difficulty with making a donation, you can contact the website
directly for assistance by scrolling down to the bottom of the page and following
the link there.

Thank you.
Valerie Eliot Smith
Link to the original blog: http://bit.ly/2gajXQX
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9. Science
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Leading
Infectious
Disease
Specialist Jose G. Montoya, MD,
To Be Recognized As A 2016 Top
Doctor In Stanford, California
Jose G. Montoya, MD, infectious disease specialist,
Professor of Medicine at Stanford University and Stanford
Hospital, and Director of the Palo Alto Medical Foundation
Toxoplasmosis Serology Laboratory, has been named a
2016 Top Doctor. Top Doctor Awards is dedicated to
selecting and honoring those healthcare practitioners
who have demonstrated clinical excellence while
delivering the highest standards of patient care.
Dr. Jose G. Montoya is a very experienced physician,
having been in practice for more than 30 years. His
medical career began in 1985, when he graduated from Universidad del ValleDivision of Health Sciences in Cali, Colombia, South America. After moving to the
United States, an internship and residency were completed at Tulane University
in New Orleans, followed by a fellowship at Stanford University.
With his wealth of experience, and an international reputation for clinical and
diagnostic excellence, Dr. Montoya treats a wide range of infectious diseases,
including infections in patients with cancer, transplants, and compromised
immune systems. He is also a specialist in the treatment of chronic fatigue
syndrome, and is regarded as one of United States foremost experts in
toxoplasmosis. He has served as Director of PAMF-TSL (the United States National
Reference Laboratory for the Diagnosis and Management of Toxoplasmosis) for
more than 15 years.
As well as having a busy practice, Dr. Montoya has also written over 140 medical
papers and book chapters on toxoplasmosis and infectious diseases. Furthermore,
he is a public speaker in high demand on these subjects, and his expertise and
dedication in this field makes Dr. Jose G. Montoya a very worthy winner of a
2016 Top Doctor Award.
Top Doctor Awards specializes in recognizing and commemorating the
achievements of today’s most influential and respected doctors in medicine. Their
selection process considers education, research contributions, patient reviews,
and other quality measures to identify top doctors.
Source : PR buzz http://bit.ly/2g0nq5f

Submitted by Ellen Piro
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Aus$ 4M Grant To Aid Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome Diagnosis
Major improvements in the diagnosis of Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome are expected following the awarding of $4
million in funding to one of Australia’s foremost
authorities on the condition. [equal to € ±2,8/± 3million
US$].
Professors Sonya Marshall-Gradisnik and Don Staines and Dr Samantha
Johnston from the National Centre For Neuroimmunology and Emerging Diseases
(NCNED) (http://bit.ly/2dFJYcw) at Menzies Health Institute Queensland
(http://bit.ly/1oyQiF3), Griffith University were awarded the funding from the
Stafford Fox Medical Research Foundation as part of a bid to accelerate the
diagnosis of CFS and the discovery of appropriate treatments.
“This grant is the largest amount ever awarded for CFS research,” says Professor
Staines. The funding from the Stafford Fox Medical Research Foundation will allow
Griffith to develop and deliver the first-of-its-kind diagnostic blood test which uses
novel technologies to identify genetic markers for CFS.
“Importantly we are now able to develop a laboratory test which confirms the
diagnosis in patients with a clinically compatible illness.
“The development of this test will not only provide legitimacy to patients’ illness,
but will also mean that health professionals such as GPs and specialists can
provide a faster diagnosis for each patient. This will reduce the burden on our
healthcare system which spends around $500 million on inappropriate healthcare
for CFS each year.
CFS diagnostic test within 5 years
“The diagnostic test will likely be available to the medical community within five
years as we continue to study larger groups of CFS patients. Importantly this
funding will also enable researchers at NCNED to investigate possible
pharmacological treatments,” says Professor Marshall-Gradisnik.
“The Stafford Fox Medical Research Foundation grant will also enable NCNED
researchers to further explore the proven receptor dysfunction in this condition
using world-first technology.
“The funding will further enhance our scientific research which demonstrates
functional changes in certain cell receptors, which are associated with the
pathology of CFS.”
The funding award is the second round of funding from the Stafford Fox Medical
Research Foundation which previously provided $2.5 million to NCNED to
investigate CFS and develop the diagnostic test.
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Senior Deputy Vice Chancellor and Pro Vice Chancellor of Research, Professor
Ned Pankhurst (http://bit.ly/1PBqfnN) says this outstanding achievement by
NCNED researchers at Griffith is a landmark contribution to CFS research
worldwide.
“The concentration of research talent at NCNED has resulted in world-first
scientific discoveries that underpin the pathology of this illness, enabling further
advancements in delivering a diagnostic test and possible treatments in the near
future.”
The NCNED team presented research on 1-2 December 2016 at a two-days
conference in Gold Coast. The Conference had the theme of Translating research
for the prevention of chronic disease.

Source : http://bit.ly/2gKGqpG
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The
IACFS/ME
Conference

Biennial

Fort Lauderdale, October 27-30, 2016
Excerpt from an article of Miriam E. Tucker for Medscape
New research adds to growing evidence that the illness commonly known as
chronic fatigue syndrome is biologically based, researchers report here at the
International Association for Chronic Fatigue Syndrome/Myalgic Encephalomyelitis
(IACFSME) research and clinical conference. Some of the abnormalities identified
suggest potential clinical diagnostic tests and targeted treatments.
Current diagnostic criteria, such those put forth in the February 2015 Institute of
Medicine report, focus on patient-reported symptoms.
Studies during the last decade point to biological underpinnings. At the biennial
IACFSME conference, more than 100 papers were presented that contribute
further to the evidence base, according to Dr. Anthony L. Komaroff.
"Case-control studies comparing patients with ME/CFS to both disease comparison
groups and healthy control subjects find robust evidence of an underlying
biological process involving the brain and autonomic nervous system, immune
system, energy metabolism, and oxidative and nitrosative stress," Dr Komaroff
said in a conference summary at the end of the meeting.
Possible Biomarkers for Diagnosis, Treatment
Jose Montoya, MD, professor of medicine at Stanford University, Palo Alto,
California, presented findings from the largest such study to date, involving 192
patients with ME/CFS diagnosed by published criteria and 392 healthy but
sedentary control patients. He found significant elevations in serum of patients
compared with serum of control patients for 17 specific cytokines, 13 of them proinflammatory, that correlated with symptom severity among the patients (P values
for linear trend ranged from 0.0062 to 0.0366).
The findings, Dr Montoya said, "likely substantiate many of the symptoms
experienced by patients and the immune nature of the disease." And, he added,
they also suggest that immune-modulating agents might be useful to treat some
of the condition's inflammation-related symptoms.
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Another study, presented by Kenny L. DeMeirleir, MD, PhD, medical director of
the Nevada Center for Biomedical Research in Reno, Nevada, involved 70 male
and 70 female patients with ME/CFS and the same numbers of matched sedentary
control participants. His team uncovered significant differences for four specific
immune/inflammatory markers in venous blood samples (prostaglandin E2,
interleukin 8, soluble CD14 [a surrogate marker for bacterial lipopolysaccharide],
and CD57+ lymphocytes; P < .001 for each).
As a panel, the four markers correctly classified 89.5% of the males and 97.1%
of the females with ME/CFS, as defined by published criteria.
Dr DeMeirleir told Medscape Medical News that he has since collected data for
many more samples, and the results have held up. He also said that the panel is
being used clinically to diagnose ME/CFS in his native Belgium.
Both Dr Komaroff and session moderator Mady Hornig warned however.
"Encouraging, because we need an accurate diagnostic test, but before the panel
can become widely commercialized, it must first be reproduced in multiple labs,
and further study must document that the results distinguish patients with ME/CFS
from those with other chronic fatiguing conditions such as multiple sclerosis or
lupus. And, Dr. Komaroff added, "it must be inexpensive” while Dr. Hornig
commented: ”we should first use biomarkers to parse out the heterogeneity of
this disorder, before we can know if it is possible to use them for diagnosis.... My
feeling is that looking for a universal biomarker and trying to apply it too early, or
too widely, will potentially cause us to cast out biomarkers that may be
exceptionally helpful, but only in certain ME/CFS subtypes."
Abnormalities Seen in Many Systems
Three studies using different types of brain imaging in patients with Gulf War
Illness, considered a variant of ME/CFS, showed impaired functional connectivity
among different brain regions, one using positron emission tomography, another
diffusion magnetic resonance imaging, and a third electroencephalograms.
Genetic differences were also found. In one study, DNA analysis in 53 patients
with ME/CFS identified three single nucleotide polymorphisms that involve genes
coding for a subunit of the energy molecule nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
hydrate dehydrogenase.
Other studies found epigenetic phenomena, including dysfunction in genes
encoding for hypo- and hypermethylation correlating with clinical symptoms, and
significantly altered expression patterns for genes involved in immune regulation.
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In addition, in an "unbiased" metabolomics study using mass spectrometry,
metabolites that differed most between 17 patients with ME/CFS and 15 healthy
participants involved pathways harvesting energy from glucose, fatty acids, and
amino acids.
The finding, suggestive of a general hypometabolic state, corresponds to another
recent study published (http://bit.ly/2hlvX3P) in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences. The specific metabolites differed between the two studies,
but, Dr Komaroff said, "it's consistent. It says that some types of metabolic
pathways are downregulated in this illness, whereas others like those involving
immunity and inflammation are upregulated."
Moving Forward
In closing, Dr Komaroff said he was encouraged by new initiatives from the
National Institutes of Health (NIH), including a newly launched intramural study
in which biosamples will be analyzed from 40 confirmed postinfection patients with
ME/CFS and 40 matched healthy adults, as well as an expected announcement in
December of a first-ever request for applications for funded research.
In the meantime, Dr Hornig told Medscape Medical News, "In addition to
accelerating research on causes and treatments, we critically need to find ways to
educate medical professionals about the disorder, including appropriate methods
for clinical and laboratory workup and differential diagnosis, so that this patient
population may be better served."

Miriam E. Tucker
Source : http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/871552#vp_1
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2016 Ramsay Award Program
Results
The Ramsay Award Program of Solve ME/CFS Has Three Main Objectives:
Invest in original ideas that could clarify the onset, progression, root causes, and
natural history of ME/CFS.
Create permissive environments to attract, support, and retain talent in the
ME/CFS community and help awardees generate relevant data to compete for
long-term federal funding.
Facilitate collaboration and cross-pollination among dedicated researchers
through the sharing of resources and access to additional programming and the
organization’s network.
The Ramsay Award Program, in its first year, is a core element in Solve ME/CFS’
support of the research of others. We understand that there are many researchers,
from many fields of study, who are interested in exploring ME/CFS. The Ramsay
Award Program offers seed grants to support the 12-month projects deemed most
promising in moving the field of ME/CFS research forward.
For 2016 a total of $160.000 in five more or less equal portions has been awarded
to:
Jarred
Younger
–
University
of
Alabama
at
Birmingham
http://www.uab.edu/home/
Project: Advanced Non-Invasive Analysis in ME/CFS Diagnosis and Treatment
Decisions (http://bit.ly/2gVlnjd)

Geraldine Cambridge – University College London https://www.ucl.ac.uk/
Fane Mensah– University College London https://www.ucl.ac.uk/ and
Chris Armstrong- University of Melbourne http://www.unimelb.edu.au/
Project: Metabolic Analysis of B-Cell Maturation in Myalgic Encephalomyelitis /
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (http://bit.ly/2hoiBGS)

Isabel Barao-Silvestre – University of Nevada Reno http://www.unr.edu/
Ruben Dagda – University of Nevada Reno http://www.unr.edu/
Victor Usmar – University of Alabama at Birmingham http://www.uab.edu
Project: The Bioenergetic Health Index of NK Cells as a Diagnostic Tool for Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome (http://bit.ly/2hsOxHP)
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Carmen
Scheibenbogen
–
Charite
University
Medicine
Berlin
https://www.charite.de/
Madlen Lobel – Charite Universitatsmedizin Berlin https://www.charite.de/
Project: Autoimmune Signature in CFS/ME (http://bit.ly/2hsOxHP)

Bhupesh Prusty – Julius Maximilian University of Wurzburg
http://www.uni-wuerzburg.de
Project: HHV-6 Mediated Mitochondrial Modulation and Its Association to ME/CFS
(http://bit.ly/2gCCJp6)

Source : http://solvecfs.org/2016-ramsay-award-program-results/

Thanks to Emily Taylor for the additional information
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The
Association
Of
Fecal
Microbiota And Fecal, Blood
Serum And Urine Metabolites In
Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis
/
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
Christopher W. Armstrong, Neil R. McGregor, Donald P. Lewis, Henry L.
Butt, Paul R. Gooley
Abstract
Introduction
The human gut microbiota has the ability to modulate host metabolism. Metabolic
profiling of the microbiota and the host biofluids may determine associations
significant of a host–microbe relationship. Myalgic encephalomyelitis/chronic
fatigue syndrome (ME/CFS) is a long-term disorder of fatigue that is poorly
understood, but has been linked to gut problems and altered microbiota.
Objectives
Find changes in fecal microbiota and metabolites in ME/CFS and determine their
association with blood serum and urine metabolites.
Methods
A workflow was developed that correlates microbial counts with fecal, blood serum
and urine metabolites quantitated by high-throughput 1H NMR spectroscopy. The
study consists of thirty-four females with ME/CFS (34.9 ± 1.8 SE years old) and
twenty-five non-ME/CFS females (33.0 ± 1.6 SE years old).
Results
The workflow was validated using the non-ME/CFS cohort where fecal short chain
fatty acids (SCFA) were associated with serum and urine metabolites indicative of
host metabolism changes enacted by SCFA.
In the ME/CFS cohort a decrease in fecal lactate and an increase in fecal butyrate,
isovalerate and valerate were observed along with an increase in Clostridium spp.
and a decrease in Bacteroides spp.
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These differences were consistent with an increase in microbial fermentation of
fiber and amino acids to produce SCFA in the gut of ME/CFS patients. Decreased
fecal amino acids positively correlated with substrates of gluconeogenesis and
purine synthesis in the serum of ME/CFS patients.

Conclusion
Increased production of SCFA by microbial fermentation in the gut of ME/CFS
patients may be associated with deleterious effects on the host energy
metabolism.
Source: Springer Link http://bit.ly/2htdOBq
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Epistemic Injustice In Healthcare
Encounters:
Evidence
From
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
Charlotte Blease, Havi Carel, Keith Geraghty
Published Online First 5 December 2016
Abstract
Chronic fatigue syndrome or myalgic encephalomyelitis (CFS/ME) remains a
controversial illness category.
This paper surveys the state of knowledge and attitudes about this illness and
proposes that epistemic concerns about the testimonial credibility of patients can
be articulated using Miranda Fricker's concept of epistemic injustice.
While there is consensus within mainstream medical guidelines that there is no
known cause of CFS/ME, there is continued debate about how best to conceive of
CFS/ME, including disagreement about how to interpret clinical studies of
treatments.
Against this background, robust qualitative and quantitative research from a range
of countries has found that many doctors (and medical students) display
uncertainty about whether CFS/ME is real, which may result in delays in diagnosis
and treatment for patients.
Strikingly, qualitative research evinces that patients with CFS/ME often experience
suspicion by healthcare professionals, and many patients vocally oppose the
effectiveness, and the conceptualisation, of their illness as psychologically
treatable.
We address the intersection of these issues and healthcare ethics, and claim that
this state of affairs can be explained as a case of epistemic injustice (2007). We
find evidence that healthcare consultations are fora where patients with CFS/ME
may be particularly vulnerable to epistemic injustice. We argue that the (often
unintentional) marginalisation of many patients is a professional failure that may
lead to further ethical and practical consequences both for progressive research
into CFS/ME, and for ethical care and delivery of current treatments among
individuals suffering from this debilitating illness.

Source: http://bit.ly/2hcDvFM
Full article behind a pay wall
Note: epistemic means based on knowledge (ed.)
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Research Updates Simmaron
While our early collaborations provided building blocks for an improved federal
research program, our current studies seek to refine our scientific understanding
of immune impairment, replicate new findings in the field, and generate data and
leads for much needed medical treatments. The more research we do and fund
with our collaborators, the more we will shape NIH’s new work and the future of
patient care.
As the number of projects have increased, so too has our research team. The
aggregation of copious amounts of biological specimens and clinical data requires
intelligent and committed individuals. Our long-standing internship program has
fulfilled much of this labor gap. In addition to helping us get the work completed,
these internships allow college students to experience clinical research and
modern medicine first hand.
Columbia Collaborations
Spinal Fluid Study, Phase I: Additional publications are in the writing and review
stage to document additional findings from our ground-breaking spinal fluid
collaboration with Columbia.
Spinal Fluid Study, Phase II: The second phase of the Columbia spinal fluid study
is in progress. The metabolomics portion of this study has been refined to seek
replication of the recent findings published by Dr. Naviaux in the Proceedings of
the National Academies of Science showing a hypometabolic state similar to
“dauer” or hibernation.
Microbiome Study: Simmaron is nearing completion of sample collection for
Columbia’s microbiome study. A healthy gut microbiome is essential to immune
function. Recent advancements in gene sequencing platforms allows
understanding this essential environment to be much more feasible.
Exercise Tolerance and Immune Implications: Marked exercise intolerance, or
one’s inability to recover from an exercise challenge, is a hallmark symptom of
ME/CFS. Although immune perturbations after exercise have been identified in the
blood of ME/CFS patients, no group has identified changes in the gut microflora
before and after exercise, which this study will do.
Spinal Fluid Special Cases: Identifying subpopulations or subgroups of ME/CFS
patients has been a primary goal of many researchers in the field. Our unique
access to spinal fluid from hundreds of patients at Sierra Internal Medicine has
been essential to this process. In this study, we have identified several ME/CFS
cases that later developed malignancies and autoimmune diseases. We hope that
this study will further delineate subpopulations of this very heterogeneous
population.
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Spinal Fluid Lymphoma Project: Dr. Peterson and Columbia have designed this
project to further characterize and study his patients who have developed
Lymphoma. The study is designed and in progress.
CDC Collaborations
CDC Multisite Clinical Assessment of ME/CFS: Simmaron is preparing for Year 5
work on this 7-site collaboration. The CDC study is the largest study of ME/CFS,
collecting data and samples from more than 800 patients and controls selected
and diagnosed by top clinical experts in the country. The first manuscript from the
study is currently under review for publication.
Data Analysis of Immune Measures During Treatment: Simmaron is collaborating
with CDC to analyze patient data from treatments at Sierra Internal Medicine.
Other Important Collaborations
Autoimmunity and Non-Hodgkins Lymphoma in ME/CFS: In collaboration with
SUNY-Albany, Simmaron is studying the incidence of autoimmune diseases and
lymphomas in families of ME/CFS patients. The study is nearing completion.
Arthropod-Borne Disease in Post-Infectious Fatigue: Simmaron is collaborating
with Coppe Healthcare Solutions (formerly Wisconsin Viral) to identify the
incidence of vector-borne pathogens in the cohort of ME/CFS patients and controls
biobanked during the federal XMRV study.
Genomic and Functional Analysis of Immune Receptors in CFS: This collaboration
with Dr. Barao at University of Nevada Reno seeks to identify whether genetic
variations in the genes coding for immune receptors play a role in ME/CFS. This
study is ongoing.

Source: http://bit.ly/2hEXdNu
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Caring For People With Severe
Myalgic Encephalomyelitis
An interpretative phenomenological analysis of parents' experiences
Mihelicova, M., Siegel, Z. A., Evans, M., Brown A., & Jason, L.A. (2016)
Journal of Health Psychology, 21(12), 2824–2837.
doi:10.1177/1359105315587137 (behind pay-wall, free access at a later stage)
Abstract
Experiences of parents who care for sons or daughters with severe myalgic
encephalomyelitis are rarely discussed within the literature. Narratives of parent
carers in Lost Voices from a Hidden Illness were analyzed using interpretative
phenomenological analysis.
This study aimed to give voices to those who care for individuals with myalgic
encephalomyelitis and are often stigmatized and inform future research
supporting parent carers.
Results included themes of identity change, guilt, feeling like outsiders,
uncertainty, changing perceptions of time, coping mechanisms, and
improvement/symptom management.
Findings could inform the development of carer-focused interventions and
provide vital information to health professionals parent carers’ lived experience.

Natalie Boulton’s reaction to this article:
I made "Lost Voices from a Hidden Illness"
back in 2007-9 for Invest in ME. I’d felt
inspired by the memory of my mother who
died following a severe ME relapse.
It is great that the experiences of parent
carers who contributed to the book have
made it into the ME /CFS research literature
and will be available to be drawn on in the
future by other researchers.
Thank you to Zac Siegel and Martina Mihelicova who immersed themselves in
the accounts and persisted with this project over a long period of time.
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I was kindly invited to contribute feedback on an earlier stage of this paper. For
me it highlighted issues to do with context and the differences between the use of
the English language in the UK and US.
Re-reading some of our parent carer contributions, years after they were written,
brought home to me the level of trauma, the loss, grief and isolation that caring
for our children with ME in a frequently uncomprehending and unsupportive
environment, has entailed.
It is tragic that nearly ten years on the suffering of both patients and carers
continues and in some ways increases, as we and our ‘children’ grow older.
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Science To Patients

.

Conclusion
Within the long-term project Science to Patients
(http://www.wetenschapvoorpatienten.nl/me-cvs/)
this autumn the Dutch
ME/cfs Association broadcast seven webinars of Dr. Byron Hyde from Canada.
The last four have been published and are about:
Webinar 85: ME, viruses and bacteria (9:15 mts)
https://youtu.be/SkG8Bi6aw38
In this webinar Dr. Byron Hyde talks about:
0.13 EBV & Borrelia
2.33 Other HHVs
3.04 Why is it so difficult to define ME?
Webinar 86: ME and the role of enteroviruses (3:03 mts)
https://youtu.be/mZdG2otpC3w
In this webinar Dr. Byron Hyde talks about:
0.13 What is an enterovirus?
1.25 Which enteroviruses play a role in ME?
Webinar 87: ME & polio (8:16 mts)
https://youtu.be/YZBKjzcqRNE
In this webinar Dr. Byron Hyde talks about:
0.13 How are ME and polio intertwined?
1.33 ME after the spread of polio-epidemics
4.55 Recent outbreaks of ME
Webinar 88:The clinical practice and hope for the future (8:41 mts)
https://youtu.be/-udGStP13O0
In this webinar Dr. Byron Hyde talks about:
0.13 The different possibilities in the clinical practice
3.01 Wherein lies hope for the future of the ME-community?
6.00 CFS, ME and psychiatry
As far as we know, this has been the last of a long series of webinars, based on
questions of patients, combined with Q&A sessions in chat-sessions with almost
all researchers, scientists and clinicians of whom webinars were broadcast.
The project started as a Dutch government subsidized project in November 2012
when the first webinar with Prof. DeMeirleir was broadcast on the topic ‘Is ME a
disease?’ which has been viewed over 14.000 times.
All webinars can be viewed via the project’s website http://bit.ly/2hAHBZe or the
website of the Dutch ME/cfs Association http://bit.ly/2gQ3F2VTranscriots of all
webinars and of the chat-sessions via the same link.
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10. Severe ME
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Trunkless Trees
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There Is A Temptation
There is a temptation, when life is a struggle, to get bogged down in resentment,
blame, oppression, negativity.
It is a hard path: to not give into the temptation to blame others for our
circumstances, to feel victims of persecution, to feel helpless and hopeless, to feel
diminished.
The temptation, if we do not see outside our own narrow frame of interest, if we
do not see our own goodness and our own ability to change things, our capacity
to love and create, is to give up fighting, to give up speaking out, to lose sight of
hope, light, vision, truth, justice.
This moment, right here and now; this is a moment to see the future with new
eyes, with new vision, with hope and faith, with love.
Just see the goodness within and without you. As the sun was setting, just after
4pm yesterday, I looked upon these winter trees in wonder and awe.
On Stonebird (http://www.stonebird.co.uk/) we affirm: "you do not have to do
anything to be of beauty and value in the world. Even if you cannot move, even if
you cannot communicate, even if you cannot think, still you are precious and your
presence matters."

Holy Way
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11. ME And Children
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Dr. Nigel Speight
On April 20, 2016, the UK’s General Medical Council
(GMC) imposed limits on the medical license of Dr
Nigel Speight, well known for his work in protecting
children
with
ME/CFS
against
inappropriate
psychological intervention and removal from their
families.
The order restricted him to working in NHS posts as a
consultant general paediatrician and forbade him to
carry out any work in relation to ME/CFS, including
unpaid work. The restriction was to hold until July
2017.
After great work by a good lawyer on October 11, 2016 all restrictions on him
treating ME patients were removed - unconditionally. After the reviews and,
presumably, fuss made to the GMC by organizations, colleagues and patients,
Nigel announced that they dropped these charges.
On his present situation, Nigel suggested the British 25% Group as well as others
recently to publish the following update, in which we gladly consent:
“Members will be aware that in April an Interim Orders Tribunal of the Medical
Practitioners Tribunal Service placed restrictions on the practice of our Medical
Adviser Dr Nigel Speight.
These restrictions were that he should withdraw from all ME-related work for a
period of 15 months. The stated purpose of these restrictions was "to protect
patients and to maintain the confidence of the public"
We are happy to announce that in October a similar panel decided to reverse this
decision and so there are currently no restrictions on Dr Speight's practice.
However, he is still under investigation by the General Medical Council over his
work in the field of ME, and the final decision is not expected before the early
summer.
Dr Speight has informed us that he will again be available for giving advice and
support through the 25% Group and other charities, but that in the circumstances
he thinks it advisable for him to avoid too close an involvement in potentially
controversial cases”.

The Editors
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Help
Karina
Save4Children

–

Donate

To

http://let-me.be/page.php?11 is the donationbutton for all major languages
The charity Save4Children has been created by the editors of the ME Global
Chronicle (http://www.let-me.be) and helps parents whose children have been
forced into psychiatric wards by authorities, to try and set them free by legal
procedures.
After the release in 2015 of the German girl who came to be known as Joanna,
it was decided to focus the fund entirely on Karina Hansen, who is kept hostage
of the Danish psychiatric system since February 2013.
The news about Karina is reported after this appeal, and also in the 5th blog of
Valerie Eliot Smith as included in this issue under the title ‘Karina Hansen, a
little progress?’
The new most proficient lawyer Christina Poblador is studying the case and
trying to find openings.
Donations made to this fund will presently solely be used to provide financial
support for expenses, needed to try and set free Karina.
A sum of € 35,= has been donated since the publication of MEGC 18, bringing the
credit balance to € 3.714,74. Obviously if mrs. Poblador will continue to work on
Karina’s case, fees to her will have to be paid. So please continue to donate as
there seem to be legal openings.
We also published a very detailed and extensive article by Valerie Eliott Smith in
MEGC 16 (http://let-me.be/request.php?31, p. 48-52) in which she gives a
chronologic oversight of the course of events from the moment Karina was taken
by force from her parental home.

Karina’s present situation & forthcoming birthday
Three Wednesdays in a row Karina's parents have been able to pay Karina a
visit.
It was a friendly physiotherapist who let them in the first time.
And since then Karina has nodded YES to see her parents when the staff have
asked her if she wanted to see them.
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Karina can nod and shake her head and in that way indicate that she understands
questions.
The visits cannot be very long for Karina gets tired very quickly.
Karina is pushed around outside in a wheelchair by the staff, and she can walk a
very short distances with a walker.
Karina's phone has resurfaced, and the physiotherapist helped to exchange
phone numbers with the parents, but Karina does not speak.
On November 7th this year, it will be Karina Hansens fourth birthday since she
was forcibly abducted from her home and family. Karina's story is well known to
most people with ME and for the last three years, the worlds ME community have
campaigned on Karina's behalf to get her freed from the grip of Per Fink, the
Danish state sponsored psychiatrist who erroneously believes that he can cure ME
with exercise therapy, CBT and mindfullness.
The address to send your cards is her family home, where her parents will deliver
them to Karina. She seems better this year, following the access she now has with
her parents, so normal birthday cards will be fine.
Ketty og Per Hansen
Kløvermarken 8
7500 Holstebro
Denmark.

With thanks to Bente Stenfalk & Robert Owensen
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FITNET And The MEGA Trial
FITNET(1) was recently covered by the media. The study on
which it is based showed a nil result on follow-up. Yet we were
led to believe that a two thirds cure rate could be hoped for
from the new trial by this MEGA researcher [Prof. Esther
Crawley, ed.]. Jane Colby, executive director of the TYMEStrust explained their concerns on a current affairs program,
the BBC's Victoria Derbyshire Show.
Victoria: Jane, you don't like this idea of CBT treatment.
Why is that?
Jane: Well, I don't think it's as simple as that. I think it's the fact that somebody
has got a serious physical illness.
We deal with children - and I've been there myself too as a result of a virus related
to polio - who are completely bedridden and may be hardly unable to eat, or move,
or have to be even tube-fed, seriously ill people - and if you give people like that
some kind of CBT which encourages them to feel that their illness-belief is wrong,
which tends to happen with a number of people who deliver CBT, you encourage
them to do too much.
As a result of this, they will actually crash and get a lot worse.
We deal with children who are basically suffering from Myalgic Encephalomyelitis,
and ME was originally defined as an illness where making a lot of effort, or even
just a little bit of effort, would make you a lot worse.
It also was defined as being very variable during the day, with an alarming
tendency to become chronic. And all that has been backed up by the American
Institute of Medicine recently. And I think people who have got these classic cases
of very severe ME are different from people who have other types of fatiguing
illnesses, and the chronic fatigue umbrella is pulling in people with this classic ME
illness, which is NOT a mixture of illnesses.
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome however “is” a mixture of illnesses. The term is
“heterogeneous” and we know it's heterogeneous, so you have to be very careful
what you're doing with your patient selection, otherwise you are going to give the
wrong sort of treatment.
Next Jane was asked her views on the researcher's promotion of this treatment
UK-wide:
Jane: If these children and their parents are pretty much told that this is probably
going to help, and then it doesn't help, they're very often not believed. Now what
we see happening a lot, unfortunately, is that when this doesn't improve the child's
condition, then the parents get accused of making the child ill, or the children are
made to feel it's their own fault and they've got some kind of psychiatric condition.
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Victoria: You feel very passionately about that – the sort of not being believed
about what's causing it.
Jane: Well, the reason is that it leads to these erroneous false allegations of child
abuse against the parents. We've seen 151 cases of this, and had to help them,
and not one of them has been proved to be a case of child abuse. Now this happens
when some kind of psychological treatment is given and it doesn't work. If it
doesn't work, then the parents and the child must be believed.
On the BBC's Today Programme Jane was also asked for a comment:
Jane: I think if you use a psychological treatment to try to help people reduce
anxiety and worry, that is one thing. If you try to use it to persuade people that
they have a wrong belief when they say they are physically ill, you end up
encouraging them to do enough to make themselves much worse, and there is
plenty of evidence for that. And people are sick of experts who think they know
better than they know their own children. They know what makes their children
worse.
Apart from this misleading impression painted by some of the MEGA- researchers
that ME (which they persistently mix with chronic fatigue) can be cured by
psychological means, it must also be remembered that the public's opinion of
people with ME has been tarnished by several of those involved in MEGA. This has
been a smear campaign, spread by these researchers, and launched to the press
through the medium of the UK CMRC Research Collaborative.
The accusations against patients, since repudiated in the PACE tribunal appeal
Judgment, were also spread directly to Parliament through the Collaborative. We
refer you to our newly retitled Report, which is now on our website and contains
a quote from the PACE tribunal appeal Judgment: Shining A Light On The CMRC
Setup (Minutes And Emails Obtained Under FOI)
http://www.tymestrust.org/pdfs/shiningalight.pdf
This Report from Tymes Trust never ceases to shock. It is the shameful inside
story of the UK CFS/ME Research Collaborative. Our Report is based not on
speculation or conjecture, but on direct evidence from emails exchanged by the
participants. We think this is key reading for the ME community, now in particular
because of the involvement of these people in MEGA.
In conclusion, we find it difficult to credit that any supposed “ME” organisation
would be happy to work alongside these same researchers on anything, much less
on a trial that does not even study ME per se and which will be the recipient of yet
more millions of public money.

Source: http://bit.ly/2hGx6TZ
(1)The FITNET-study was a trial of internet CBT for children which the NIH subsidized with

almost £1 million
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12. News from
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Australia
News from West-Australia
Over the last few months we have assisted NCNED with some WA
patient recruitment for a blood collection in Perth. Collections for
2016 have now ended.
We are now taking expressions of interest to participate in NCNED research in
2017. If you live in WA and can travel to Perth for a blood collection, then please
send us an email to info@mecfswa.org.au so that we can put you down on the
EOI list.
The former Gold Coast Public Health boss said since he and Prof MarshallGradisnik began looking into CFS eight years ago, their patient-oriented focus
had not changed.
"...Prof Staines said the discovery that CFS occurs when specific cells in the
body mutate means that Gold Coast researchers are closer to solving the mystery.
“What these studies have shown is the pathological changes in particular receptors
… are going to result in impaired system functions throughout the whole body,”
he said.
“For the first time, we’re able to explain how the pathology of the illness links up
with the known clinical presentation.
“Before now, there’s never been a test, so the diagnosis has been totally on the
symptoms, and one agreed on by international consensus definitions.”
Source : http://bit.ly/2hA7Ly0
Over the last few months we have assisted NCNED with some WA patient
recruitment for a blood collection in Perth. Collections for 2016 have now ended.
We are now taking expressions of interest to participate in NCNED research in
2017.
If you live in WA and can travel to Perth for a blood collection, then please send
us an email to info@mecfswa.org.au so that we can put you down on the EOI list.
Source: ME CFS and Lyme Association of WA http://bit.ly/2hDHfzs
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News from Queensland
From the 8th to the 14th May was the International ME/CFS/FM Awareness Week.
During this week we sent out 147 awareness letters to each politicians in Qld,
whether they are in the State and Federal Parliament or the Senate, also to all
other National Main Portfolio holders, and 27 Media release.
Our association was also lucky when Dr Donald Staines, Clinical Professor and
Co-Director of NCNED, who is heading the research being done into ME/CFS and
Fibromyalgia at Griffith University, Gold Coast Campus agreed to be our Honorary
Medical Research Advisor.
Professor Staines, Professor Sonya Marshall-Gradisnik and their team made
a huge breakthrough this year when they found, specific markers, which will be
used in the form of a blood test to screen people who may present with symptoms
of Chronic Fatigue Syndrome or Myalgic Encephalomyelitis to their GP.
The research team is now looking to partner with diagnostic companies to develop
the test to bring to market. When this happens, (it should be within the next two
years) it will have a huge impact for people who suffer from CFS/ME.
This blood test would expedite their diagnosis and expedite recognition of the
illness, as well as legitimise the illness and propel an area of intervention.
We would like to thank Dr Staines and his team for all their hard work and
dedication.
Thank you!
Source: The Queensland Communicator, Dec. 2016/Jan. 2017
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Belgium
There will be a new rule to come into power which will largely
deprive ME/CFS/fibromyalgia sufferers of the right to
remuneration for physiotherapy.
Though not every therapist is able to administer the appropriate therapy form,
physiotherapy can suppress pain and could therefore be an essential part of the
treatment.
Repetitive surveys have shown us that many official bodies (let alone patients)
aren’t aware of this measure. This decision will be made during the Christmas
season. On average, one has the government-granted right to 18 treatments of
45 minutes each a year. After that, it will only decrease. The communication
relevant to this case is (knowingly?) sort of vague.
Certain medication will also be more expensive (sometimes up to three or four
times the original price).
When politicians take measures, which have a direct impact on the health of
patients, something is fundamentally wrong. This is completely different from e.g.
raising electricity prices, which does make people poorer, but not necessarily more
ill.
There’s also a significant lack of public funding to CFS centers, in both a financial
and scientific sense.
ME/CFS is a serious illness. Anyone can wear a tag that reads “ME Expert”, but it
doesn’t always make them one. Ministers need to thoroughly inform themselves
prior to decision making, and shouldn’t prioritize austerity in respect to that.
Anyone with a chronic multisystemic affliction is straightly being driven into
poverty here in Belgium, and will be forced to slash the healthcare expenditures
on which their very lives depend.
The Hippocratic Oath - a starved-out concept.

Eddy H. Keuninckx

PS: Support WUCB at STUBRU
https://dewarmsteweek.stubru.be/goededoelen/wake-up-call-beweging
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France
As the French ME/cfs Association is doing an extremely good job by
translating important ME-news into French for the French community, it
doesn’t frequently report news from the community itself.
That’s why we as editors thought it good to share a French research into biomarkers of
ME and present it as News from France

Association of biomarkers with health-related quality of life and history of
stressors in myalgic encephalomyelitis/chronic fatigue syndrome patients
Fenouillet E, Vigouroux A, Steinberg JG, Chagvardieff A, Retornaz F, Guieu
R, Jammes Y
Background
Myalgic encephalomyelitis chronic fatigue syndrome (ME/CFS) is a common
debilitating disorder associated with an intense fatigue, a reduced physical
activity, and an impaired quality of life.
There are no established biological markerof the syndrome. The etiology is
unknown and its pathogenesis appears to be multifactorial. Various stressors,
including intense physical activity, severe infection, and emotional stress are
reported in the medical history of ME/CFS patients which raises the question
whether any physiological and biological abnormalities usually found in these
patients could be indicative of the etiology and/or the quality-of-life impairment.

Methods
Thirty-six patients and 11 age-matched healthy controls were recruited. The
following variables that appear to address common symptoms of ME/CFS were
studied here:
1) muscle fatigue during exercise has been investigated by monitoring the
compound muscle action potential (M-wave);
2) the excessive oxidative stress response to exercise was measured via two
plasma markers (thiobarbituric acid reactive substances: TBARS; reduced
ascorbic-acid: RAA);
3) a potential inflammatory component was addressed via expression of CD26
on peripheral blood mononuclear cells;
4) quality-of-life impairment was assessed using the London Handicap Scale
(LHS) and the Medical Outcome Study Short Form-36 (SF-36).
The medical history of each patient, including the presence of stressors such as
intense sports practice, severe acute infection and/or severe emotional stress was
documented.
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Results
We observed that:
1) there were striking differences between cases and controls with regard to
three biological variables: post-exercise M-wave, TBARS variations and
CD26-expression at rest;
2) each of these three variables correlated with the other two;
3) abnormalities in the biomarkers associated with health-related quality of
life: the LHS score was negatively correlated with the exercise-induced
TBARS increase and positively correlated with CD26-expression while the
pain component of SF-36 was negatively correlated with CD26-expression;
4) the TBARS increase and the M-wave decrease were the highest, and the
CD26-expression level the lowest in patients who had been submitted to
infectious stressors.

Conclusion
In ME/CFS patients, severe alterations of the muscle excitability, the redox status,
as well as the CD26-expression level are correlated with a marked impairment of
the quality-of-life. They are particularly significant when infectious stressors are
reported in the medical history.

Source : https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/27580693
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Norway
19 applications for ME research
For our international readers who are eager to know what is
happening with the announcement of NOK 30 millions for CFS/ME Research where
patients/ME organizations are involved in the process, we have translated the part
of The Norwegian Research Council’s web post(http://bit.ly/2fvd0JP) that focuses
on the ME applications.
«There was a great deal of excitement regarding the announcement “Needs
Identified Research” on CFS/ME», where three different programs are contributing
funds.
Through public announcement the Research Council will try out a procedure of
«Needs Identified research». This pilot project will fund research that is
particularly demanded by patients and the results should relatively quickly be
taken into use in health care services.
All priority areas covered
We are very pleased with the result of the announcement. We received 19
applications, and are very pleased, says Mari Kristine Nes, special advisor
in the Research Council’s Department of Health.
In the announcement, there were four priority areas: Causes, Treatment,
Mapping and studies on development (forløpsstudier), Services and followup. All areas in the announcement are covered, and there seems to be an
even distribution of the four.
What’s next?
The application deadline November 23rd was the first step of what will be a 2-step
application process. Now the user-panel will go through the applications and give
their advises on which applications should proceed to step two.
The deadline for submission of the complete application will be in March 2017.
These applications will be evaluated by a panel of international experts before the
final decision on which projects should receive funding are made. »

Source: http://bit.ly/2hDllwg ME Foreldrene
Submitted by Stine Aasheim
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Northern Ireland
Finally, The Public Health Agency NI is listening and working on
changing strategy towards specialist ME services. We can confirm,
Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (ME) will no longer fall under the remit of
mental health services only, as a new PHYSICAL DISABILITY PHA Consultant takes
over investigations into how adequate NHS services will be provided.
Dr. Christine McMaster, Consultant in Public Health Medicine, (with
responsibility for cardiovascular disease in the PHA) will be leading investigations
into how improvements will be made towards providing a new care pathway for
ME patients in Northern Ireland.
We look forward to working with Dr. McMaster to ensure she is kept up to date
with the information needed on global biomedical research breakthroughs, PACE
Trial and current NICE Guidelines unsatisfactory issues. We pledge to provide NI
healthcare commissioners and decision makers with the top world experts and
specialists speakers available during 2017. Watch this space!

We are delighted to announce Jo-Anne Dobson MLA (Member of the Legislative
Assembly) has accepted our invitation to become a Patron for the Charity, Hope
4 ME & Fibro Northern Ireland.
This Patronage was invited in recognition for past and continuing hard work shown
by Jo-Anne in support of our campaign for specialist NHS services, for all patients
suffering from Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (ME) and/or Fibromyalgia.
Jo-Anne has shown unwavering commitment by attending all ME and
Fibromyalgia events and conferences hosted by our Charity since 2014. She has
personally hosted an 'ME Fibromyalgia MLA Engagement event', given a
prestigious platform for the James Coyne PACE Trial presentation and also hosted
the recent Millions Missing demonstration at Stormont Buildings.
Jo-Anne continues to put both verbal and written questions forward, to the
Minister for Health, covering many aspects of healthcare provision for ME and
Fibromyalgia, ensuring this patient population receives ongoing representation.
We are especially honoured and grateful for Jo-Anne accepting the Patronage
role for our charity, when she is also an active campaigner for many other health
issues, sits on the Health Committee on the Stormont Executive, is the UUP Health
spokesperson, is chair of the All Party Group on Cancer AND also chair of the All
Party Group on Disability!

Source: Hope4ME&Fibro Northern Ireland: http://bit.ly/2gEdWko
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South Africa
Imagine living a life with no energy
Interview with ME-sufferer Retha Viviers,
founder of the South African ME/cfs Foundation
Patients are still neglected because of the ‘invisible illness’.
Imagine being confined to bed for more than half your day
because you feel sick and tired. Imagine not doing the things
you love because you are too weak. Imagine a life where you
get completely exhausted when you are too excited. Imagine
feeling like that every day.
This is how a local resident feels every day. Retha Viviers spends more than half
her day sleeping because she does not have any energy. Retha suffers from
Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (ME) which has lately been called Systemic Exertion
Intolerance Disease. This illness is a result of your body not making enough energy
for you to function. The illness effects your brain, immunity, sleep ability and
causes severe pain. These people therefore do not always look sick on the outside,
and the disease is referred to as an invisible illness.
Retha has founded the ME CFS Foundation, which is the first of its kind in South
Africa. The foundation’s work is to raise awareness of the illness among the public
and medical practitioners, enabling diagnosis of patients, assisting those who can’t
afford basic symptomatic treatment and also providing food to those who suffer
severely financially.
Global research is making breakthroughs in understanding the illness, yet patients
are still neglected and marginalised by society and medical practitioners.
The illness is unfortunately not well known in the community and most people are
not aware that they might have the illness.
Symptoms includes:
• Sleep problems
• Flu-like symptoms
• Sensitivity to light
• Dizziness, nausea and sweating
• Poor concentration and memory loss
Anyone who is able to assist the foundation or people who want to get more
information regarding ME can contact Retha via email at info@mecfssa.org.

Source: Krugersdorp News, Dec. 2, 2016 http://bit.ly/2gCXwVe
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Sweden
Studies on Cognitive Behavioral Therapy and Graded Exercise
Therapy for ME/CFS are misleading
Do read the excellent article by Sten Helmfrid, Assoc. Prof. of Physics, Member
of the Swedish ME Association, reviewing the methodological issues in the
CBT/GET studies. The paper has been published in a Swedish journal (in Swedish)
and an English version has been published at ResearchGate and can also be
downloaded via a dropbox link: http://bit.ly/2gGmu8F
This is an extract of a translation of an article published in Socialmedicinsk
tidskrift, Stockholm, Sweden, on September 28th, 2016.
Link to the original article in Swedish (vol. 93, issue 4, pp. 433–44):
http://bit.ly/2gVkck2
There have been a number of studies on Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) and
Graded Exercise Therapy (GET) for ME/CFS based on a treatment model where
the disease is perpetuated by cognitive processes. Although the studies are flawed
and the model lacks scientific support, the treatments are described as evidence
based.
The studies are non-blinded and rely on subjective outcomes. There are no
objective measures of adherence. The diagnostic criteria vary, and the
participating patients often have one or several psychiatric diagnoses apart from
suffering from chronic fatigue. The underlying model has no theoretical foundation
and is at odds with physiological findings. Surveys suggest that the efficacy of CBT
is no better than placebo and that GET is harmful.
In treatment studies, the group or groups receiving the experimental treatment
are always compared with a control group. To avoid systematic errors in the
comparison due to the placebo effect or reporting bias, the study must either be
blinded or use objective outcomes. Several factors contribute to the systematic
error, for example the attitude of the therapists. It is therefore expected that the
errors are large in studies of cognitive behavioral therapy and graded exercise
therapy, as it is part of the treatment model to convince patients that the method
works.
Cognitive behavioral therapy and graded exercise therapy according to the Oxford
model has no positive effect in patients with ME/CFS, but on the contrary often
leads to deterioration.
The studies of CBT and GET according to the Oxford model have almost exclusively
relied on subjective self-reports, which makes it impossible to determine the real
efficacy of the treatment. In the few cases where objective outcomes have been
reported, the results have been disappointing.
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One way of obtaining an objective measure of fatigue is to register the activity
level of the patient by a so-called accelerometer, a device roughly the size of a
watch that is attached to the wrist or the ankle. A Dutch group reviewed three
earlier studies in which activity data were recorded by accelerometers, but no
analysis was carried out. Their post-analysis showed that there was no increase
in the objective activity levels of the patients, in spite of reported improvement in
the subjective.
In two other uncontrolled studies of CBT with accelerometers, subjective
improvement did not result in any increase in the objective activity level. In a
study that compared neuropsychological test results before and after intervention
with cognitive behavioral therapy, the self-reported cognitive impairment
improved, but the objective test scores remained unchanged.
Therefore, cognitive behavioral therapy and graded exercise therapy for ME/CFS
are not evidence based.
Source: Swedish Newsletter of October 28, 2016

By Anne Örtegren
(Abstracted by the editors of MEGC: read the original translation for references of studies
mentioned)
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The Netherlands
Last chance to sign
http://bit.ly/2e2Nsq7

the

petition

“ME

isn’t

MUPS”:

Among ME patients there is no public support for a Dutch Health Council
Committee with members denying ME as a chronic, complex, multisystem disease
(WHO ICD G93.3) or equating it to “MUPS”, (Medically Unexplained Physical
Symptoms), a functional syndrome, a somatoform disorder (ICD F45),
neurasthenia (ICD F48) or unexplained fatigue (ICD R53).
This committee has been called into play due to a citizens’ initiative in which more
than 56,000 Dutch people supported the cause for acknowledging ME as a
biomedical illness. As a result, the Dutch Parliament has delegated to the Dutch
Health Committee the task of bringing the current circumstances regarding ME
into perspective and giving pieces of advice to ameliorate the fate of ME patients.
For undisclosed reasons, the Health Council has chosen to appoint four members
who are exponents of the “biopsychosocial approach” (BPS) to ME, undoubtedly
despite the evidenced lack of research in that area, such as the PACE trial which
is continuously being pushed as the front-running study, and thus CBT and GET
with ME, which is systematically being referred to as CFS.
The petition demands these four panel members be replaced:
http://bit.ly/2e2Nsq7

Parliamentary questions about ME
As a response to the successful citizens’ initiative and the Millions Missing Day in
The Hague on September 27th, Dutch MP Linda Voortman asked four written
questions to the Minister of Health, Edith Schippers. Among the questions
were topics like, if she knows about the Millions Missing action protest, or the fact
that at least 14,000 Dutch people are suffering from ME, and what she thinks can
be done about it, also in the field of medical studies.
Even if the aforementioned questions have already been responded to by the
Health Council (see above), the parliament is giving attention to ME.

Dr. David Tuller on PACE and the Dutch ‘connection’
In Dr. David Tuller’s latest blog from his series “Trial by Error” titled “Trial By
Error, Continued: The Dutch Studies (Again!), and an Esther Crawley Bonus
(http://bit.ly/2ghr76Q)” he, too, speaks to the Dutch Health Council and delivers
the following warning:
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“Should the Health Council produce a report recommending cognitive and
behavioral treatments based on this laughable body of “research,” the
organization could become an international joke and suffer enormous long-term
reputational damage.
The entire PACE paradigm is undergoing a very public unraveling. Everyone can
now see what patients have seen for years.
Meanwhile, biomedical researchers in the U.S., Norway, and elsewhere are
narrowing in on the actual pathophysiology underlying ME/CFS.”
It would be a shame to see the Dutch marching backwards to embrace
scientific illiteracy and adopt an “Earth-is-flat” approach to reality.

The initially government-funded project “Science to Patients” by the Dutch
ME/CFS Association did broadcast the latest recorded webinar – with Dr. Byron
Hyde from Canada - last week (see also the section Science of this issue).
As far as we know, no further broadcasts are planned. Some video’s of this
successful project with short webinars of scientists and clinical experts based on
patients’ questions have been viewed more than 14,000 times. See also: the
Science category of this edition.

All videos can be viewed and transcripts read at:
http://www.me-cvsvereniging.nl/teksten-colleges-en-chats
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United Kingdom
Invitation of the CMO of England
Recently Invest in ME Research again invited the Chief Medical
Officer of England to our International ME Conference on 2nd June
2017 in London. Regrettably this invitation was declined. However, after the
recent orchestrated, biased and misleading headlines relating to the PACE Trial II
on children - encouraged by the Science Media Centre and establishment media
organisations such as the BBC- then we feel a new approach is required.
In England, the CMO is a member of the board of the National Health Service
(NHS), a civil servant in the Department of Health, and head of the medical civil
service. So this presents us with an opportunity to cover failings in these areas.
We must change the false view of ME constantly being represented by some
organisations and influential individuals and by the Science Media Centre-assisted
media.
The CMO has a duty to be informed - and support good research and clinical
practice. We have therefore arranged a meeting with the CMO in London which
will include our advisors and cover areas such as policy around ME since the last
CMO report, epidemiology of ME, current/future international research, education
regarding ME etc.
Invest in ME Research is already approaching the issues around ME with an
international context. We have already engaged with researchers and clinicians
in other countries. So in this discussion we can also use the knowledge and
collaborative activities from discussions the charity has had with all of our
international contacts.
Along with our colleagues in the European ME Alliance (EMEA) we are looking at
ME in Europe and EMEA has been working very hard within the European
Federation of Neurological Alliances (EFNA). We will have news of developments
here very soon.
We are also in continuing discussions with NIH on ways to improve diagnosis,
research and treatments for ME. Regarding the CMO meeting - this is a UK problem
-and therefore requires a UK strategy. Invest in ME Research has therefore invited
the CMOs of Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales to this meeting. We do not
know if the invitations will be taken up. But a Summit of CMOs for ME - that sounds
like something that could be useful. All of the UK's CMOs have been invited to our
12th International ME Conference 2017 in London

Source: Invest in ME Research Newsletter November 2016
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13. Connecting You To M.E.
Leonard A. Jason, Ph.D. DePaul University - Chicago, USA
“The future of the field is in connecting the many patient and
scientific groups into one larger body that is united for change.
Any events that bring people together across countries and
organizations should be promoted.

“The message is simple, we have more impact with numbers, and when we
flex our collective muscles, then we become a movement like the civil
rights, women’s and disability revolutions of the 60s, 70s and 80s.”

The HIV/AIDS groups changed policy throughout the world, but they did it by
keeping their focus on critical issues and demanding change, and although the
voices in that movement were also divided, for a few things like increased funding
and provision of services, they were all together.”
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